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CHAPTER I

PROBLEM, OBJECTIVES, AND APPROACH

Space is a basic conditioner of man’s every global activity.
In space— and in time— exist bis cultural systems.

The prime concern

here will be with certain spatial 3 or territorial aspects of human
organization related to an agricultural village— Ejido Guadiana— -in the
Mexican north-central state of San Luis Potosi.
Man has been always, and is still, inherently earth-bound *

The

locus of all his social groupings— from family through village, city and
the national state— is territory or area.

The identification and des

cription of the locale of m an’s associative life has uppermost the fact

. .’ejido’ as now used in Mexico refers to an agrarian com
munity which has received and continues to hold land in accordance with
the agrarian laws growing out of the Revolution /1910-19207• » *
Nathan L- tfhetten, Rural Mexico (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
.19 U 8 ),. p.. 18 2 .. . —
—
.
~ .........
....................
E.jido members and land grant beneficiaries are e.jidatarlos. By
language usage small private fanners, ejidatarios. anct landless farm
v/orkers (peons) are commonly referred to as campesinos (literally,
' country men or peasants). A small property franc ho)"owier. however,
often displays highly affective reactions to "campesino" being applied
to him personally. He prefers tho name used by his own group, "ranchcro."
In this paper the term campesino has been employed synonomously only
with e.iidatario and peon.
3 ecause of use-frequency here, or common occurrence in English,
many words will not hereinafter be italicized. Among others: campesino,
ejidatario, ejido, enchilada, fiesta, gringo, hacienda, machete, municipio, peon, plaza, ranchero, rancho, riata, sombrero, taco. Likewise,
Iidxico will not be accented, while •’Mexico'’ and"San Luis” will occa
sionally refer to the national and state capitals, respectively, in con
formance with Mexican usage.
For location orientation consult first maps 2, 3 and 5— Appen
dix 3, infra.

2
of territoriality.

Tnat identification and description seems to be an

indispensable preliminary to any additional analysis of spatial associ
ations in more refined theoretical constructs.

For example, a problem

such as settlement distribution requires that the fundamental data on
locality group sites, services available, transportation links, and
occupational composition of the population be delineated.
Initial reconnaisance, work by research beginners, the investi
gation

of both an unstudied problem and location. . .all imply limi-

p
tations on research scope and sophistication.' The Guadiana project
was controlled by just that combination of factors.

Consequently,

theory, concepts, and techniques for the work were derived primarily
from reviewing published research in rural sociology, antnropology and
geography, and from interviewing field researchers experienced in
Mexican study.

PROBLEM

The central hypothesis of this study was that the geographically

2

The original field material figuring in this report is primarily
that gathered jointly with co-worker Ernest Lucero during the summer of
19U8. A I9I46 San Luis Potosi field session involved fche writer's prelim
inary reconnaisance of ejidos, central-places, and service-area relation
ships in Municipio Ciudad del Maiz— including San Luis aspects.
Additional supporting statistics and census data were gathered in the
winters of 1950 and 1952 in Mexico and San Luis.
Part of the organization of quantified data (some included here)
represents collaborative effort. Most of the graphic material herein
had mutual work aspects— by far the greater part being Lucero’s. The
Guadiana project was planned as a cooperative effort, with future
research to be projected from an initial reconnaisance base.

3
identifiable rural community of Guadiana could be measured operationally
and 'would be found to correspond to the concept of ''service-area commun
ity."

The problem's main focus therefore was on (1) mapping the essen

tial spatial relations of the ejido, (2 ) delimiting its locality groups,
and (3 ) establishing the trade- and service-area communityo

OBJECTIVES

The study-orientation proposed was expected to achieve these
first-order objectives:

(1 ) descriptive analysis of primary locality

groups; (2 ) descriptive analysis of basic trade and service patterns;
(3 ) an outline of regional areal support; and (ii) the mapping of the
most fundamental related spatial pnencmena— location, transportation,
population density, regional service area.
The second-order objective of tne project was to contribute some
thing to tne general research problem of settlement pattern measurement
and definition.

This contribution was looked for in terms of (1) the

intrinsic merit of some limited-aspect knowledge about Mexican areal
phenomena of a research setting almost wholly neglected— Mexico in a
northern, non-Indian, regional-plus-local focus; (2) data for comparison
with other service-area studies of communities and regions in the U. S„
and Mexico; ( 3 ) first suggestions— and indispensable ones for planning
future research of a more focused type— on areal support fundaments for
successive tributary areas (presumably arranged within a primary service
area centered on the state capitol, San Luis Potosi city); (U) a specific

_____________________________________

u
bearing, from a Mexican agricultural area, on the central-place theory
of rural settlement— a bearing of perhaps only modest immediate rele
vance, but with much more suggestiveness for possible future research
in San Luis Potos£ involving that theory; and (5) a test of the hypoth
esis of peripheral subordination in Mexican community organization*
It was supposed, further, that the Guadiana study would reveal
differentials of association intensity in the trading and service-pro
viding area*

APPROACH

Consideration of the working hypothesis inevitably suggested the
appropriateness of adopting a theoretical, conceptual, and methodological
tactic based on previous similar research*

Work in rural sociology,

geography and anthropology was most relevant*

That which already had

proven useful in practice would most likely yield pertinent results in
Guadiana*

Furtnermore, such a tactic would make the ejido study a

valid other-culture test of the approach.
Field mapping was probably the most essential single aspect of
the overall approach*

Perhaps the most fundamental means for synthesis

and generalization of field data in community study is mapping.

On maps

two- or three-dimensional space phenomena can be summarized at one or
more intervals in time.

Through study of the plotted data, rational

spatial and temporal arrangements between man and his environment and
between human groups can be discovered*

In this way, and through loca

ting earth features and. cultural landscapes, the .whole process of areal

—

5
synthesis, generalization and analysis can be advanced as by no other

3

form of symbol manipulation*

To tie the Guadiana problem to existent theoretical and concep
tual schemes it seemed most essential that the key concepts employed be
defined and that they be derived from actual previous field, investi
gations in the same subject area*

By avoiding subjective hunches or

formuD-ations ty the investigator, in favor of an approach already proven
by prior researcn, not only can field data be organized more explicitly,
but also much wider implications can be drawn from their reporting*
Tne basal elements of the conceptual scheme for the Guadiana
investigation will be treated in the next cnapter.

In the third chapter

there will be presented the field-obtained data on Guadiana locality
groups, areal central-places and service patterns*

Supporting these

data will be appropriate maps.
The last chapter will begin by restating the problem and prime
objectives of the study and indicating summarily the extent of their
achievement*

Keyed to this summation will be a map which integrates

locality group, service-center/area and population data. The remaining

^ !!The map. . .records the results of field observations. . . .
Upon it we plot ’culture,' man-made or man-caused things that form apart
of tne visible earth or landscape.
By a comparison of cultural elements
such as houses, fields, roads, cities. . .with the physical elements of
relief, vegetation, drainage. . .we ascertain certain recurring relationsnips, adaptations of natural conditions to man’s needs and of man’s
culture to the physical and regional layout.” Isaiah Bowman, Geography
in Relation to the Social Sciences (New York: Ciias. Scribner's Sons,

i93CTp7Tl6.

6
three-fourths of the final chapter will develop the relationships
between Guadiana project findings and those of several important contem
porary studies of other Mexican communities— studies found to contain
service-area data as well as information bearing on the second-order
objective of this project.

The major concluding section will draw,

from both Guadiana and the other comparative Mexican studies, general
izations and implications relating to the specific problem area of ser
vice community research and its conceptual scheme, to the more general
problem of settlement measurement and definition, and to certain other
aspects of Mexican community study.

CRAFTER II
DEFINITION OF KEY CONCEPTS

Some of the considerations whicn dictated reference of the pro
posed study to a research-proven conceptual scheme already have been
suggested: (l) recognition of certain inherent limitations on research
scope and sophistication in initial reconnaisance studies, by research
beginners, of phenomena previously uninvestigated in the given setting;
(2) acceptance of the truism tnat a proven tactic holds promise of con
tinued effectiveness in similar situations; (3) tne possible contri
bution of otner-culture testing of U. S. and European approaches;
(U) the probability of more effective data obtainment and reporting;
(£) tne potential for drawing broader generalizations and wider impli
cations from tne data-— botn in tne specific and more general related
research interest areas, and also in tne direction of theory based on
empirical verification*

In addition, the problem of communication in

the terminologically unstable social sciences practically makes oblig
atory the definition of key concepts.
o . .Concepts, then, constitute tne definitions (or prescriptions)
of what is to be observed; they are the variables between which
empirical relationships are to be sought.^

^-Robert K. u&erton, Social Theory and Social Structure: Toward tne
Codification of Theory and Research (Glencoe, 111.: Tne i’l’ee Press,
~

W T T p^BT-

"Tne choice of concepts guiding the collection and analysis of
data is, of course, crucial to empirical inquiry. For, to state an
important truism, if concepts are selected such that no relationships
between them obtain, the research will be. sterile, no matter.how metic-.
ulous the subsequent observations and inferences.” Loc. cit.

8
The concepts found primary to the Guadiana problem were those of
locality group, community, and trade-/service-area.

Those related to

the project’s hoped-for secondary contribution— to settlement defi
nition-included central-place and central dominance (or peripheral sub
ordination).

These will all be considered in the sections following.

LOCALITY GROUPS

Locality groups— those human concentrations which are defined
primarily by territorial or spatial boundaries— include neighborhoods,
communities, regions, and the state.

An initial study of a rural

grouping logically can begin with the mapping and identification of
the localities of elementary concern to the group’s members.

Neighborhood.-

Beyond the family, the first rural territorial

clusters are neighborhoods.
Neighborhoods are the smallest locality groups. . .of fundamental
importance in rural districts. . . . well defined as the next group
beyond tne family which has sociological significance. . .Literally,
. . .the area within which neighboring, i. e., mutual aid. . .takes
place. . • .2
This quite-representative sociological definition is not accept
able to those students of rural society who demand careful operational
definition of locality groups tnrough measurement of group interaction
quantities and i n t e n s i t i e s However, when the research interest is on

2T. Lynn Smitn, Tne Sociology of Rural Life (rev. ed.j New Yorks
Harper and Bros., 19U7)? P» 331•
. .rural sociologists nave been very unrealistic in considering

9
locus, social interaction measurements are not of central concern.^

Community.-

Tne extension of investigative focus from neighbor

hood to tne next most apparent locality grouping brings a rather foggy
concept into range— "community."
The rural community, next to the family, is the oldest universal
human spatial association.0

however, its antiquity (per se, and as a re

search object) lias not particularly matured tne terminology concerning it.
The community concept nas received attention from many disci
plines— anthrooology,^

geography,?

sociology,0

and

political

neighborhoods as synonomous with mutual-aid. • . .If only people who
’neighbor1 were considered as belonging to a neighborhood. . .the clique
and the neighborhood would be. • .the same. Anybody who has lived in
rural areas knows that geographical neighborhoods are seldom single
social systems. . . .It is ridiculous to group systems in different
classes. . .into a unit called a neignbornood and to consider this unit
the same as the clique, friendship, or mutual-aid group." Charles P.
Loomis and J. Allen Beegle, Rural Social Systems (New York: Prentice
Rail, Inc., I960), pp. 133, 13^-136. See also pp. 187-133.
^"Tne rural neighbornood nas. . .been defined with sufficient
precision to make it useful. . */at/ the level of exploratory research."
C. b. Lively, /book review/, Amer. Journal of Sociology, 56:293,
November, 1950*
5"Tne community and the nuclear family are the only social groups
that are genuinely universal. They occur in every known human society,
and both are found in germinal form in a subhuman level. Nowhere on
earth do people live regularly in isolated families." George Peter
Murdock, Social Structure (New York: The Macmillan Co., I9U 9 ), p. 79°
% . g . : ibid., pp. 79-90; and Ralph Linton, The Study of Man
(New York: D. Appleton-Century Co., Inc., 1936), pp. 209-218.
: Bowman, op. cit., pp. 83-9U, 98, 10U-109; and Robert L.
Dickinson, City Region and Regionalism (London: Kegan Paul, 19li7), passim.
: John A. Kinneman, The Community in American Society

—

10
science-^ among others.

Like most terms in a developing science, "com

munity” has been assigned various definitions.
murk now enveloping

In fact, the semantic

it makes imperative (at least for field work) the use

of only its more operational referents.^ One definition aseminglyqualifies:
The term community connotes the maximal group of persons who
normally reside together in face-to-face association.H

SERVICE-AREA COMMUNITY

The definition of human spatial concentrations by criteria other
than those of political boundaries, or physical occupance of territory
alone, has attained considerable refinement and a very long history in
the development of the functional concept of service-area community.

Trade-/service-area hypothesis.-

One of the earliest operational

formulations in community study was that of the trade-/service-area.
"Trade-area" community was a concept first used by Warren H. Wilson, and

(New York: F. S. Crofts, 19U7), passim; R. R. Martin, "Community— The
World in Miniature," Society Under Analysis, ed. by Elmer Pendell
(Lancaster, Pa.: Jacques Cattell Press, 19U2), pp. 369-393? Carle C.
Zimmerman,The Changing Community (New York: Harper and Bros., 1938)?
pp. 29-52.
.£.: R. M. Maclver, The Web of Government (New York: The
Macmillan Co., 19U7), pp. 190-20871l30=U39•
• .the term community has been employed in so many ways that
it is coming to have little specific connotation."
Loomis and Beegle,
op. cit., p. 189•
"There is not even any general agreement on a term for localized,
socially integrated groups of fairly constant membersnip." Linton, op.
cit., p. 210.
^ G e o r g e P. Muidock, et al. Outline of Cultural Materials (34 rev. ed.;
New Haven, Conn.: Human Relations Area Files, Inc., 1950), p. 93*
*

■

11
around

19 10 -19 13

it was worked into a technique for delimiting rural

community boundaries by Cnarles J* Galpin.

12

Employing a simple field

scaedule ne interviewed merchants, bankers, and other goods and service
providers in the village centers, as well as farmer-consumers from the
tributary area.

Tnis objective field technique— maps being its main

support—
. . .first clearly demonstrated the structure of the community
. . .and ^gave/ a clear-cut conception of the rural community as a
locality group. ^
Tne trade-or service-area around a given center is therefore the
zone from which come inhabitants who will satisfy most of their goods
and service needs at tne given center.
Galpin concluded tnat this zone around the rural service-center
. . .forms the boundary of an actual, if not legal, community,
witnin wnich tne apparent entanglement of human life is resolved
into a fairly unitary system of interrelatedness. The fundamental
community is a composite of many expanding and contracting feature
communities possessing the characteristic pulsating instability of
all real life.iL
Few rural sociologists disagree with this evaluation.^ Geographers

-i p

A Warren H. Wilson, Tne Evolution of the Country Community
(Boston: The Pilgrim Press, 1 9 1 2 pp. 91-92. Cf. Lowry Nelson, Rural
Sociology (New York: American Book Co., 19L8 ), pp. 71-73.
Charles J. Galpin, The Social Anatomy of an Agricultural Com
munity (Madison: Univ. of <Vis.,Agric. Exper. 3ta., Research Bulletin 3iu
191F77 3L pp*
■^Kinneman, op. cit., p.
^Galpin,

0£.

39 *

cit., pp. 18-19-

1% .g.: "• „ .trade and service area is the best measure of the
natural rural community." Nelson, 0£. cit., p. 76.

12
stress tne importance of tne center in regional organization anc of the
route, or transportation, in making possible the trade-area.
The fullest measure of regional homogeneity. . .is to be discov
ered not by considei’ing each. . .regional association. « .per se,
but through tne analysis of the character, intensity, extent and
interrelatedness of tnem all and the ways in which they are inter
locked and separated from each other in space. Clearly this. . •
demands a central regionalizing principle* » . . the chief factor
in the integration of the life and organization of society. . »
/Is/ the. . .centre. . • •
A region as defined* * *on this basis is an area of interrelated
activities, kindred interests and common organizations brought into
being through the medium of the routes which bind it to the* * *
centres.
As a research tool or hypothesis, service-area has found wide
acceptance.

Literally hundreds of rural communities in the U» S. have

been studied using tne service=area concept or variations on it.

Most

of the work has been done by rural sociologists, but geographers toe
nave employed trade- and service-area in both rural and urban studies.1 ’
It has been applied also on some Latin American i n v e s t i g a t i o n s I t
does not, however, seem to nave figured significantly in any Mexican

1'-Dickinson, op. cit., pp. 10-11.
^ C f . ibid., op. cit., pp. 62-76; Loomis and Beegle, oo. cit.,
pp. 183-197; ftelson, op. cit., pp. 73-88; and Smith, oo. cit., pp. 3L0 f.
E.g. (geography)5 Harold W. Miller, "Affects ofKeservoir Con
struction on Local Economic Units," Economic Geography, l5-2U5> duly,
1935; Robert S* Piatt, "A Detail cf Regional Geography Ellison Bay
Community as an Industrial Organism," Annals of the Assoc, of Amer.
Geographers, 18:81, 83, duly,
1929; Edward L. Ullman, Mobile Industrial
Seaport and Trade Oar .ter (Chicago: Univ. of Chi., 19U3)> PP» 7-8, 39^77«»

1 fi

°E.r<;.; T. Lynn Smith, Brazil: People and Institutions (Baton.
Rouge: L e. State Univ. Press, 19li577 pp. 58$-595, 6 l 9 S Carl &. Taylor,
Rural Life in Argentina (Baton Rouge: La. State Univ. Press, 19h5),
pp. 274-238.
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studies
Refinements on the original service-area nypothesis nave included
mapping short cuts and shifts of empnasis, but relate principally to the
indices of centrality, and particularly to those affected by changing
transport and communication technology.

?0

One of tne most definitive statements concerning the service-area
hypothesis comes from a leading rural sociologist-researcher, Carl C.
Taylor:
Tne operational and realistic concept of a rural community. . »
exist/s_7 in a geographically identifiable area which for purposes of
analysis is a useful object of research. This area is, for the overwnelming majority of farmers, the. . .trade area community which in
cludes within its boundaries all the patterns of association in which
rural people meet face to face and all the instruments of communication
through which they know and participate in the Great Society. ^

Rural community ; service-area.-

The rural community increas

ingly has been defined in terms of service-area.

One widely used defi

nition is typical:
A rural community is that form of association maintained between
tne people and .tneir institutions in.a.local area.in which they live
on dispersed farmsteads and in a village which usually forms the cen
ter of tneir common activities . 22

1 5)Cf.

post, pp. £ ff.

C f . Loomis and Beegle, op. cit., pp. 191-197; Smitn, Sociology
. . ., op. cit., pp. 3RO-3U1; and Edward L. Gilman, "A Theory of Location
of Cities," Amer. Journal of Sociology, U6:8£8-S59, May, 19hl2^Carl C. Taylor, "Techniques of Community Study and Analysis as
Applied to Modern Civilized Societies," Tne Science of Man in tne florid
Crisis, ed. b;y Ralph Linton (New York: Columbia Jniv.Press, 19U5)> p»ki6«
pp
Lwignt Sanderson, Rural Sociology and Rural Social Organization

This definition is characterized as tne ". . .most recent and
satisfactory. . .arising out of careful analysis of modern rural life as
well as a detailed tracing of older forms of group living . " *
23

however,

as Nelson points out,
Obviously. .
applies only in those areas. . .which were
settled according to the "isolated farmstead" oattern.
It does not
apply to any of the farm village arrangements.
And Loomis and Beegle, with their empnasis on the quality of
rural social relations, or interaction, likewise caution against
. . .confusing tne trade-center area cnaracterized by the business
mentality and by tne anonymity which urban culture nas brougnt to
.rural areas witn the old community wnich nad the features of the
family. • . .25
Tne "trade-center

service-a re a) community" is thus not synony

mous with tnat definition of "community" which has been cited (Murdochs).
But, again, wnere locus or territoriality is at the center of investi
gation, social interaction considerations are not overriding.

However,

it was recognized that for the evaluation of Guadiana data, the various
criteria of "rural community" developed by

researchers in the U. S. might

(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 19li.2), p. 278.
Cf. "The trade-center community includes an area which usually
contains not only a village or city whose residents furnish services, but
also the surrounding rural families who make use of these goods and ser
vices. Within the boundaries of the trade-center community are families
who satisfy most of their needs in the trade center." Loomis and Beegle,
op. cit., p. 189 «

23 J. H. Kolb and Edmund de S. Brunner, A Study of Rural Society
(3d ed.; Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 19U6), p. 295.
2%elson,

op. cit., pp.

7 1 -72 .

25Loomis and Beegle, op. cit., p. I89.
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require interpretation or modification to explain Mexican observed realities.

Classification of service-centers.-

To organize field obser

vations oq Guadiana’s service area, some classificatory system was
sought.

Using functional criteria— services nature and complexity,

communications characteristics, etc.— rural sociologists have made numer
ous classifications.

A simple one, believed appropriate for an exolora-

tory study, was elected.
rural service centers.

2A

Tnis was J.H. Kolb’s six-function index for
Tne six services to which his ratings are

indexed— by number and completeness— a r e : (i) economic, (2 ) educational,
(3 ) religious, (U) social, (£) communication, and, ( 6 ) professional.
The village typing scheme with service ratings is as follows:
(1) Single, simple service village : one-twOj
(2) Limited, simple service village : two-six,
(3) Semi-complete intermediate village : service in all six, but
incomplete (e«£., a bus, but no railroadT,
(U) Complete, partially specialized center : approacnes selfsufficiency; service in all six, considerable specialization,
C 5 ) Righly specialized, urban service center : cities ranging up
to metropolis, provide highly specialized services to rural dwellers.
By fitting the Guadiana reconnaisance to such concepts as local-*ity groups, by trying Kolb’s center classification index, through keying
pertinent observed data to his six-function types, and by employing the
service-area hypothesis as a research tool, it was planned that the
study would be well oriented to applicable theory and concepts and to

’^Apparently first stated in his Service Relations of Town and
Country (Madison: Univ. of <Yis., Agric. Exper. Sta., Research Bulletin
58, 1923)o Tnis is indicated by Nelson, o d . cit., op. 87 —91> and by
Kolb and de S. Brunner, op. cit., pp. 301^j03*

_
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previous research as well.

This interest in proper orientation was

further developed through consideration given the central-place theory
and a current hypothesis of Mexican community organization.

THE SERVICE-COMMUNITY AND CENTRAL-PLACE THEORY

The development of systematic theories for settlement and local
ity group location and distribution has centered on the concept of
nucleus and subsidiary accretions.

Among these statements are the

generalized concentric-zone theories (usually related to in-city land
use interpretation) and the central-place theory (most adaptable to

07
over-land settlement analysis).4As postulated by Walter Christaller, the central-place theory
seems to have immediate theoretical relevance for investigations in such
dominantly agricultural realms as Mexico. Tne core of the theory is tne
assumption that the center community requires a support in productive
land, and that for this tributary land area the center supplies certain
essential services.

These services are the "central" functions of the

p l a c e . T h e r e are further theoretical aspects of tne hypothesis
relating to typical settlement sizes, spacing, and the geometrical

27gf. Dickinson, op. cit., pp. 30~3U 5
"A Theory. .
op_. cit., pp. 853-86U.

hh-h5s

53~,62; and Ullman,

very elementary and fundamental form of arrangement within
both inorganic and organic units is the accretion of mass about nucle
us or core. This is wnat Cnristaller calls the principle of centrality."
Glenn T. Trewartha, "The Unincorporated Hamlet One Element of the
American Settlement Fabric," Annals of the Assoc, of Amer.. Geographers,
33:55-57, March, lyU3-

'
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pattern of service-areas of successive rank order.

Also, the indices

of centrality require careful consideration in applying the theory.
It seems apparent that the trade-/service-area community concept
is closely related to the central-place formulation, and for that reason
any initial study of such a community should have heightened theoretical
relevance if the data can be related to more refined hypotheses.
UHman* s assertion is significant in this connection.
Some form of the central-place theory should provide the most
realistic key to the distribution of settlements where there is no
concentration— in agricultural areas where explanation nas been most
difficult in the past. . .If the theory is kept in mind. . .as more
studies are made, its validity may be tested and its structure
refined in accordance with regional differences. °
It was tnis latter thought which suggested tne possibility of the
Guadiana reconnaisance making a little contribution to the testing and
refinement of the central-place construct.

THE HYPOTHESIS OF MEXICAN CENTRAL DOMINANCE

One popular theory— that of central dominance (or peripheral sub
ordination)— has been related not only to Mexican population and settle
ment phenomena, but also to a variety of societal situations.

Perhaps

first stated by geographer J. Russell Smith, in its early form the pro
position was limited essentially to population and settlement.
The spider's solid body is held up in the center of a far-reach
ing circle of thin legs. Similarly the central plateau of Mexico
« . .looks out in all directions to thinly peopled corners of the

2^Ullman, "A Theoiy. . » ," op. c i t . , p. 86U»
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country-—empty Quintana Roo* scanty Chiapas* d ese rt Sonora. . . .3^
A c la s s ic study o f Mexican land and community developments* L y le r
N. Simpson’ s The b jid o : Mexico’ s Way Out* b o lstered the theory.

. . .th e outstanding f a c t of M exico's s o c ia l geography-—the
dtxtiinance o f the cen ter over the m argins. . . . 3 1
P ro fe sso r James elaborated on the population asp ect o f dominance:
Tne Mexican population i s notably c e n tra liz e d . This i s so whethei* we regard Mexico a s a whole or look more c lo s e ly a t any o f the
. . .communities. . . . / I t 7 i-s concentrated in one c e n tra l area in
the c e n tra l highlands* and the o u tly in g d i s t r i c t s are occupied by a
r e la t i v e ly scanty population sc a tte re d in sm all groups. . .examined
more c lo s e ly . . .even the c e n tra l area i s not composed o f one c lu s 
t e r of people* but of se v e ra l sep arate c lu s te rs * each with i t s own
urban nucleus* each separated from neighboring c lu s te r s by th in ly
populated t e r r i t o r y .32
This i s expanded to a f u l l th e s is o f p e rip h e ra l subordin ation :
. . .e very l i t t l e v i ll a g e i s the focus o f l i f e in the community
o f which i t i s the c e n te r. The dominance o f the cen ter over the
periphery appears againa and again in a l l phases o f Mexican l i f e <>33
More support i s given by two most able contemporary students o f
Mexican so c ie ty and in s t it u t io n s * P ro fe sso rs Tannenbaura and Lew is:
S t r u c t u r a lly . . .Mexico i s unbalanced. . . . The c i t i e s . • .
are the centers o f lo c a l p o l i t i c a l power and prestige .3U

3 ^ J. R u s s e ll Smith* North America (New York: riarcourt* Brace and
Co.* I n c ., 1925)5 P* 777*
3-lSimpson* p . 138 (Cnapel Hills Univ. of N. C. Press, 1937)*
32preston L. James* Latin America (New York: The Odyssey Press*

19U2)* p. 595.
33 lqc . c i t .

C f. Whetten,

0£ .

c i t . , pp. 535-537*

3^-Frank Tannenbaum, Mexico: The Stru ggle For Peace and Bread
(New York: A lfre d A. Knopf* 19 5o)* p . 11.
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• . .Tepoztlan well illustrates the Mexican pattern of the dom
ination of the center over the periphery.35
The national capitol is held to be the ultima te center of dominance:
Mexico City is tne focus of everything Mexican: it is not only the
political center of the country, but the center also of the social
and economic activities.36
Far above /other communities^ Mexico City stands like an absorb
ing octopus. . .because of its disproportionate place in the hier
archy of Mexican communities, overwhelming and dominating all else.
Mexico City claims all, rules all, and does its best to absorb
all— in politics, in income, in culture.3?
Mexican central dominance analysis does not seem to have been
related to comparable research in the U. S., nor to any of the theories
of settlement distribution.

The concept thus has aspects which future

Mexican investigations profitably might consider within a central-place
or other theoretical orientation.
As it stands, the hypothesis of peripheral subordination relates
not only to settlement and community but also to other areas of Mexican
life.

Students have long remarked central government dominance at all

levels— economy, education, politics.
ernment.

The president dominates the gov

He has become a constitutional caudillo, the last, the only

man on a horse left. . >38
The phenomena of dominance have been little studied in tne field.

33’Oscar Lewis, Life in a Mexican Village: Tepoztlan Re studied
(Urbana: Univ. of 111. .Press, 195>l), p. xxiv.

* °James, op. cit*, p. 663.

Also, p. 595*

3^Tannenbaum, op. cit., p. 11.
38Cf. ibid., pp. 91-101.
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They raise basic questions--wnat integration process, what functional
interrelationships characterize communal organization in Mexico?

From a

focus on the center what are the extensions into, or projections from,
family, interpersonal, religious, and other patterns of national, group,
and individual behavior?3'
Tne supposed repetition of peripheral subordination character
istics at successive levels from the most local up to the most national
offers valid problems for cooperative, interdisciplinary research..

Even

from the elementary reconnaisance, directed toward a particular servicearea definition, it is possible that some testing of tne sweeping
premises of the central dominance thesis might result*

-^Area study advocates contend that such questions cannot be
answered by monodisciplinary investigators, but are a complex research
challenge for all social science. Many disciplines can contribute, but
to solve the type of problem involved would seem to require far more
than pedestrian inquiries isolated from Mexican social and spatial
dynamics* Nor would tortured verbalistic formulations of contrived
problems seem to be promising approaches. Needed are imaginative,
integrated interdisciplinary studies cored to ordinary, everyday Mexican
events, loci and behavior. Cf. Howard F. Cline, "Mexican Community
Studies. .
Hispanic American Historical Review, 32:219-223, 226-229,
231-232; Arthur Geddes, "Geography, Sociology, and Psychology: A Plea
For Coordination. .
Geographical Review, 38*590-597, October, 19U8;
George C. Homans, Tne Human Group (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co.,
Inc., 1950), pp. 3-6? Julian tf* Steward, Area Research Theory and
Practice (New York: Social Science Research Council, 1950 ) , p p • 1, 5-6,
15 -19 , 69-71, 151-1553 Sol Tax (ed.), Heritage of Conquest: The Ethnol
ogy of Middle America (Glencoe, 111.: Tne Free Press, 19^2), pp. 296-297-

—
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CHAPTER III

GUADIANA LOCALITY GROUPS, AREAL CENTRAL-PLACES AND SERVICE PATTERNS

Given a conceptual scheme around which to organize empirical
inquiry, it is possible to present field-gathered data in an essentially
descriptive frame of reference,.

The data to be presented in this chapter

have been so organized using certain of tne concepts just defined.

Here

the focus will be on Guadiana, while extensions from tnat view will be
undertaken in the concluding chapter.
Since mapping was a primary objective of the study it is important
to consult the several type-maps that support the present data, and to
recognize that they represent both ends and means to the resolution of
the

hypothecated problem: the operational measurement of the rural com

munity of Guadiana.

Type-maps include locational (state, municipio, vil

lage), texture (physiography, land use), communication lines, and nodal centers.

NEIGHBORHOODS OF EJIDO GUADIANA

In examining the Guadiana locality from the viewpoint of daily
orbit, where place had maximum reality and significance for its

3UU

inhabitants, a brief reference to time sequences is pertinent*
Tne present Guadiana settlement is a new one, having followed the
official creation of the ejido by a decree of President Lazaro Ca'rdenas
on October 1U 5 1936.^

^-Poder Ejecutivo Federal, Estados Unidos Mexicanos, Departamento
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nearby Hacienda Gogorron— *a vast estate which had risen, from a modest
beginning in tne

1590 s,

to a position of absolute regional dominance

just prior to the Revolution.^
The smallest locality grouos within Ejido Guadiana, where a few
families were in closer spatial association with each otner tnan with
the other families of the main settlement (Rancho Grande village), were
the two neighborhoods of Potrero de las Mulas (or El Cuicillo), and
Potrero de las Mangas.^
The origin of these neighborhoods was found to have been connected
with the problems of livestock management.

The village form of settle

ment makes herd care more difficult, and the Las Mulas families included
the biggest cattlemen of the community.

While the families at Las Mangas

did not have especially large herds, informants from this neighborhood

Agrario.
"Lecreto presidencial que dota de ejidos al poblado ’Guadiana , 1
Municipio de Villa de Reyes, S.L.P.
Lazaro Cardenas, Presidente Constitucional de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos.
1.U octubre 193.6.” (Mexico:
Secretaria de Gobernacion, Liario uficial, rnartes 2 de febrero de 1937).
pp. 8-10 .
p
'The nature of the Mexican hacienda system, the agrarian back
grounds to tne Revolution, of tne reform laws and ejido system arising
therefrom are ably treated in a number of studies. Examples: Manuel
Mesa Andraca y Emilio Alanis Patino, "La Agricultura en Mexico," Problemas Agricolas e Industriales de Mexico, 31l ) :23-133* enero-marzo de
1951; Marco Antonio Duran, "Del Agrarismo a la Revolucion Agricola,"
Problemas Econdmico-A^ricolas de Mexico, l(2):3-82, octubre-diciembre
de 19^6; George McCutchen McBride, Tne Land Systems of Mexico (New York:
American Geographical Society, 1923), 20ii pp.; Lucio Mendieta y Nunez,
El Problema Agrario de Mexico (5a edic.; Mexico: Editorial Porrua, S.A.,
19U6), 385 pp.; Simpson, op. cit., passim; Tannenbaum, op. cit., pp. 6162, 93-99* 136-153* 180-192; and Whetten, o d . cit., pp. 75-2UT.
-•'See maps of Rancho Grande village, Ejido Guadiana land use and
Villa de Reyes village and vicinity (Maps 10, 11, 6 )— Appendix B.

__ ____________ .______. __________________ _____________________________________________________
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also implied that economic considerations had dictated tneir move away
from Kancho Grande village•
Tnere were five families— a total of thirty people— living in
Potrero de las Mulas in 19U8*

They made up two kinship groups consisting

of the nuclear family of Eugenio Colunga (the ejiao’s biggest cattleman),
and the families of four Rosas brothers--Luis, Fidel, Pablo and Joan Jr*
In Las Mangas neighborhood dwelt the nineteen members of the
extended type family of Severo Gonzales*

As "jefe primercT he presided

over nis own, two married sons,' and one son-in-law’s family affairs*
The associations in both these neighborhoods were much closer
with the immediate neighbors

than with other families in Rancho Grande*

This was due partly to territorial proximity, partly to kinship, and in
las Mulas a common irrigation system and cattle raising interest further
bound the Rosas and Colunga families*
Of course, among the fifty-seven families of Rancho Grande village
itself, there were several groupings whose neighborliness— as rated by
visiting, lending, and cooperation— was observed to be greater with their
own group tnan with the other village families*

Available field work

time did not permit investigation of these neighborhood clique-

or

friendship-groups, but their study should be included in any intensive
future research*
Even though it was not difficult to isolate the two Potreros as
definite neighborhoods, nor to have noted the existence of other similar
associational groupings within the Rancho Grande settlement, there is
some justification for classifying all Guadiana as one large, neighborhood,

2k
for in the sense of "groups of families who 'neighbor* with eacn other,"
or of "people who know each other by their first names," Guadiana cer
tainly was sucn a neighborhood.

Not only were practically all the

inhabitants related to eacn other by affinal or consanguineal ties, but
also common participation in one church, one school, and one means of
earning a living— -among other things— made the Guadienos very neigh
borly by any criterion*

RANCHO GRANDE DE GUADIANA i RURAL VILLAGE

iiifhether considered as the largest of three neighborhoods in the
ejido, or the focus of ejido life, the main settlement was found to have
certain nuclear functions which justify its classification (using Kolb’s
terminology) as a limited, simple service village*
Provided by the Rancho were a very few, simple services of the
economic, educational and social type*

Some quasi-services in govern

ment, religion, and communication also could be included*
Information on the service functions, of Rancho Grande, and of the
larger service centers next to be considered, has to be presented simply
as field-recorded observations.

A research-in-depth might find it neceS'

sary to study these apparent functional arrangements with mucn more
intensity, and from several viewpoints, if a more definitive analysis of
Mexican village and regional areal support situations were intended*

Economic services.-

In economic services Rancho Grande first

provided an operations center for tne coordinative, administrative and

_

_________________________________________________________
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disbursement activities

connected witn tne cooperatively managed aspects

of an ejido in the Mexican agricultural economy<, Village meetings were
called to decide sucn important matters as monte (wild) and agostadero
(pasture) land allocations, opening such land to cultivation* new ejidatario parcela (individua1 -use land) assignments* water rignts, land and
water disputes, and the fixing of eacn family’s acreage quota in the
annual wheat land plantings o

The wneat plantings and crop sale were

directed and financed by the national Ejido Credit Bank*

The sale shares

were the chief cash income of participating campesinos®
In Rancno Grande there were few of the usual trade facilitieso
The only ’’store” was an insignificant dep 6sito maintained in a corner of
his cook house by one of the more enterprising ejidatarios®

Informants

stated that ne kept on hand a small stock of cheap ’’petroleo” (liquor)
(anis, tequila and rnezcal), ten-centavo cigarettes ("Tigres Rojos” ),
candles and kerosene«

Another

ejidatario manufactured— to order— wood

plows and an occasional hoe or adze handle®

One man had a milk route-™

he went through the. village and collected surplus milk which he then
delivered by oxcart either to the cooperatively owned separator of
Ejido San Miguel or to tne La Ventilla railroad station®

Educational services<>located in the village»

The Escuela Federal Rural de Guadiana was

As well as being the only educational service

available in the settlement* the school teacher and the school plant
played important formal and informal roles in the social life of the
community®

Nearly all of the ejido local government assemblies, elections,
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and juntas were tieId in the school building or yard.

There also were

organized and staged the national patriotic holiday celebrations, some
religious parades began there, and other fiesta-like affairs involved
use of school facilities.

Religious services.few.

Of religious services the village offered

Tne nacienda!s former pump house was maintained as a capilia

(chapel) and infrequently used for masses celebrated in tne village by
a priest from the Villa de Reyes parish church.

The Guadiana Accion

Catolica (Catholic Action) brancn met regularly and followed up on
action programs initially outlined at the regular meetings of Accion
Catolica in the Villa de Reyes parish church.

Social services.-

If "social services" are defined as water

systems, electric lignts, telephones and medical services, then
Guadiana provided nothing. However, it is believed that the term should
be broadened, whereby it can be said that social services were the
principal ones offered by Rancno Grande . 4

Educational, economic, and

government and other activities were highly interpersonal in Guadiana.
The in-group and we-feeling of tne Guadienos was organised around tneir
little village.

At the Rancho the most

face-to-face contacts and

^Whetten, in discussing the advantages of Mexican village settle
ment, refers to "social services" as water systems, etc. (Whetten, op.
cit., p» U7). Kolb shows them to include "sociability, recreation,
welfare" (Kolb and de S. Brunner, op. c it., p. 327) and "visiting,
informal sociability and various forms of organized social activity"
(J. H. Kolb, Rural Primary Groups (Madison: Univ. of Wis., Agric. Exper.
Sta., Research Bulletin 7j>l, 1921), pp. £7-59.
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relationships were involved*

vVnen people from Villa de Reyes or other

villages nearby spoke of Guadiana they meant the Rancho, for it symbol
ized what is Guadiana*
all associative life*

Rancho Grande was the principal focal point of
Birtns, marriages, deaths, fights; group water

hauling, clothes washing, head delousing, game playing, sewing, visiting,
wood gathering and farm chores— such weretne events and activities observed
and reported to occupy the days, free time, and gossiping periods of the
ejido’s men, women and children*

Tnus, in the broadest sense, the ser

vices received by the Guadienos from Rancho Grande were all social*

Communication services*- No formal communication services existed
at Rancho Grande.

During the days of Hacienda Gogorron there had been a

telepnone at the pump house, as well as regular inter-hacienda dispatch
service*

In 19U8 only informal procedures brought mail, news or gossip

from Villa de Reyes or otner communities.

There was no bulletin board

anywhere in the settlement, nor could anyone recall ever having seen a
newspaper, proclamation or even election propaganda posted on a tree or
fence post.

Tnere was no privately or community owned radio receiver*

In short, closest communications were by word of mouth, or by foot, burro,
horse, or (very rarely) by oxcart. (See maps

Professional services.-

6,

7, 10, 11— Appendix B.)

Excluding the school teacher— -who fre

quently doubled as nurse, adviser, confidante, or informal psychotnerapist— there were no professional services available in the village.
or two women reportedly served as midwives.

One

It could not be learned

whether or not they or others were available as brujas or curanderas

-

*
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(witches, sorceresses, healers)»

The young leaders of tne community

openly scoffed at the powers of such "professionals"-^ few of whom
were known to be in business at Villa de Reyes*

Government services*- Although not included in Kolb's six-ser
vice listing, government might be so regarded*

Guadiana’s village was

the center of local government, many conferences with the very influen
tial officials of the E jido Credit Bank were held in it, and such govern
ment services as law enforcement and justice dispensing were available*
Working under the justice of the Villa de Reyes court, three auxiliary
"judges" served at Rancho Grande.
auxiliary policemen*

Tnere were also two ejidatario-elected

While the authority and services of these officials

were minimal indeed, they nevertheless had a place in village life*
Beyond Rancno Grande there would be expected to extend service
lines connecting the ejido with whatever other centers were supplying
the campesinos' needs for goods and services not available at the Rancho*
Through interviews, mapping, analysis of Guadiana schedule returns, and
visits to other settlements in the valley, it was establisned that the
most important central-place in the local support area was the cabecera,
or seat, of the municipio— Villa de Reyes village.^

The municipio libre ("free municipality") is defined in Article
115 of the Mexican Constitution as the basis (1) for territorial divi
sion, political and administrative organization within the states,
(2 ) upon which the states will establish local, representative, popular,
republican government* Gonstitucion Politics de los Estados Unidos Mexi
can os— Reformada (Mexico: Publicaciones Farrera,' 19U8), p, 98*
". • .municipio is not a municipality in the ordinary American
sense.; rather .it is more like a township of the northern and eastern
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VILLA. DE REYES: SERVICE-CENTER

It appeared from study and analysis of trie available documentary
data on geography, settlement and population that Valle de San Francisco
(later renamed Villa de Reyes) was founded about 15U0 as a way station on
the cam^no real from Mexico to Zacatecas and beyond®

Soon thereafter*

with the development of cattle* agriculture and silver refining hacien
das along the Rio Santa Maria* Valle de San Francisco became the princi
pal service-center of the immediate region®
some

2*500

In 19U8, a community of

inhabitants, it was still that principal center®

From the central-place or service-center viewpoint, changes in the
Villa de Reyes areal organization have been relatively few over more than
I4.OO years o

By the function index the Villa has gone through a cycle of

service provision changes®

Beginning in the

1550 s

as a single, simple

service village, the Villa by the 1950s was a semi-complete intermediate
village o
less®

In its history it had sometimes been more than this, more often

Its present classification implies tne availability of services

in all six categories: economic, educational, religious, social, commu
nication, and professional— some of eacn, but not complete coverage®

Tne ruralitv of the Villa®-

Whetten has emphasized the differ

ence between Mexican rural communities and their size counterparts in

United States which may contain a number of settlements or villages»"
Donald D« Brand, Quiroga: A Mexican Municipio (Washington: Smithsonian
Institution of Social AntnropoloQr, 1951), p® 97®
Cf. Whetten, op® cit®, pp. 523 ff®
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the United States.

Here, ne points out* a village comparable in size

to Villa de Reyes (c. 2,500 inhabitants),
* • .takes on the appearance of a small city with specialized stores,
one or more motion picture nouses, a modern high school, and a rath
er wide variety of specialized goods and services . 6
In contrast, a Mexican village
. . .consists principally of farm families, and a locality having
inhabitants ordinarily does not contain more than a half-doz
en families who are completely divorced from agriculture.7

2,500

It was found from a survey of the Villa populations occupa
tional composition that Whetten's generalization well applied, for the
village inhabitants were decidedly agricultural.
gainfully employed in

19 U 8* 610

Of 81j.5 villagers

were in agriculture and many of the

non-agricultural employments were held down, part-time, by farmers.

Internal structure and land use.-

As would be expected from

this dominantly agrarian composition of tne population, the Villa cer
tainly had not "taken on the appearance of a sma.ll city."

As can be

seen by reference to the map, "Villa de Reyes Village: Urbanized Zone,

19^8

(Rig.

8),

the main streets were laid out in tne grid pattern typical of

sixteenth century Hispanic American town planning . *
8 Nearly all stores,

%hetten, op. cit., p.

‘h o c .

35*

cit.

8Cf. William Davidson. "Rural Latin American Culture," Social
Forces, 2 3 :2ii9-252, March, 19U7 /"The Plaza System" and cited refer
e n c e s ^ Dan Stanislawski, "Early Spanish Town Planning in the New World,"
Geographical Review, 37*95-105, January, 19U7j and ________, "The Origin
and Spread of the Grid Pattern Town," Geographical Review, 36:105-120,
January, 19U6.
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services 9 and crafts were concentrated (l) around the plaza itself;
(2) along the old camino real traffic arterials--the north entry to the
village from San Luis and the railroad station, and the other entry
wnich leads into the plaza from the Villa’s south limits; and (3) on the
other streets leading immediately away from the plaza.
The few well-kept residences (which were not also places of busi
ness) fronted on the streets nearest the plaza.

Prestige and affluence

both appeared to be measurable by the citizen’s residential proximity
to the plaza— excepting locations along the two arterials (especially
the north entry street).
Around the limits of the village were both the most recently
occupied and rudest habitations (one-room adobe with jacal lean-to
additions).

Moving away from, the plaza both construction and mainte

nance visibly deteriorated.

Many of the fringe families occupied

sections of the partially ruined dwellings of once wealthy residents.
Some had back yard gardens#

Nearly all had a few chickens, and for

garbage disposal* a pig or two (most well-off families also kept
chickens and pigs— commonly in an enclosure beyond the kitchen and
farthest from the street wall and interior patio).
Most of the better-class homes and the plasa-franting edifices
were impressive cut stone structures dating from the colonial period.

It

seemed unfortunate that circumstances of the agrarian reform and concep
tions of modernization and decor held by the contemporary rural bour
geoisie had combined in many instances to destroy the esthetic appeal of
many of the finest old homes and buildings.

The former summer home of
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a viceroy had been converted into a cinema.

High windows set with gaudy-

red glass, back-lighted by kO-watt fluorescent tubes, had been cut into
the beautiful colonial church, while high on its tower an incongruous
neon cross gleamed into the night during the few hours of light plant
operation,,

(Church "modernization" had been effected at considerable

expense through public subscriptions and the gifts of grain and other
farm products by many ejidatarios from hamlets and villages up and down
the valley.)

Villa de Keyes: economic services.-

Trade, broadly speaking,

seemed to be the primary function of Villa de Keyes.

In describing

this and the other service functions of the center, the focus is on
Cuadiana— for most of the data were gathered among that ejido’s people.
However, the services available were also those which were sought by
the farmers from nearly all the valley ejidos.
Buying, selling, bartering, and credit— -these were the trade
operations in whicn Guadiana campesinos, their wives and eldest children
engaged when they visited the Villa.

There they obtained nearly all the

desired goods which were unavailable in the ejido.

There also the

ejidatario disposed of his surplus crops and livestock.
Villa de Reyes as a central-place also facilitated the linkage of
tie ejido with the Great Society.

The campesino obtained not only econo

mic goods and services in this market place, there also he met both
people and tnings from outside his immediate ejido experience.

Ideas,

news, gossip— from the vicinity, from the state capitol, from Mexico,

___ _
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and even a little from the world beyond-“these too were "commodities" in
which the center dealt.

In Villa de Reyes, it is suggested, the Guadiana

campe3ino had been steadily trading in his isolation and self-sufficiency
until he had become dependent, significantly, on goods and services which
reached from the village to the urban world.

The extent of this growth

of interdependence'— for the Villa also serviced the outside world by pro
viding facilities for the buyer of ejido products, as well as distribu
ting urban goods and services to the ejido consumer— can be judged only
in part from the reconnaisance observations presented here.
analysis will

Its full

require much more field work.

It was customary for most Guadiana families to visit the Villa on
one or more Sundays per month.

Some families went to Mass together each

Sunday and to the market tnereafter.

Others came in later and visited

first the Sunday market and then attended an afternoon church function.
All but the eldest campesino men seemed to make about three trips per
month to the village.

These were occasions for church attendance,

drinking, or trading— and usually all three..
The Villa de Reyes weekly market was not outstanding in any way.
There were almost no colorful local crafts, only a minimum of tasty
looking fruits and vegetables, and but a rather mediocre assortment of
hard goods, notions and miscellany.

The vendors, who spread their wares

unattractively on the ground and sidewalks leading into and bounding the
west side of the plaza, seldom numbered more than fifty.

They walked,

rode burros, mules, oxcarts, the train, or buses in from such nearby
settlements as Jesus Marfa and Laguna San Vicente, and from as far as

'

3k
San Luis Potosi.

The latter traders used the bus or train*

(During the

annual patron saint and patriotic fiestas there is a much larger market,
and traders from Santa Maria del R£o, Mexico, Queretaro, and Guanajuato,
as well as from the state capitol are present.)

Most of the sales were

cash, although an occasional vendor from a municipio settlement would
barter— especially by late afternoon.

A partial listing of a typical

Sunday street market, vendors and wares (table, next page) helps make
clear the

.scope, function, and

importance of this weekly event.

Sunday, naturally, was also the most active day for the estab
lished shops and services of the Villa.

The general stores (two each

large, medium, and small), and many service providers enjoyed a moder
ately rushing Sunday business.''

(Of necessity, of course, work was

brought to artisans, such as the blacksmith, wnenever urgency dictated.)
Tne municipio government operated abattoir, and it 3 leased meat stalls
were thronged— particularly the open kettle chicharrones (porkcracklin's)
vendors.

Since meat was seldom eaten by the campesinos at home, it was

a great treat, to biy snicharrones or. bits of savory fried goat or lamb.
Occasionally sane meat would be purchased for home consumption (mostly
during narvest season).
A fairly complete investigation was made of typical ejido family
consumption of the goods and services available from Villa stores, arti
sans, craftsmen, personal and professional service providers, and other

?It was learned that the second largest general store had a capi
tal of c. P£0,000, a monthly gross of c. P12,000, and a profit of c»
P2,00G on that gross. /The exchange rate was then 1*.60 : 1 (dollar!./
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TABLE I
VILLA BE REYES VILLAGE, SUNDAI STREET MARKET: PARTIAL LIST OF
WARES AND VENDORS, AUGUST 22, 19 ^ 8^

FOOD— Prepared (10)
1. Tortillas
Enchiladas
Tacos
2 . Caldos (soups)
At ole
Meat
3* Candy 6c confections
Banana "gloop"
(mashed witn chili
sauce)
Chicles
Fudge, caramels
Jello-like misc.
Pinon nuts
Peanuts
h» Beverages
Coca Cola
Colonche
Iced fruit misc.
Pop
5« Cheese, jocoque

CLOTHING (U)
Hosiery
Panties
Rebosos
Sombreros

NOTIONS (U)
Buttons
Combs
Needles
Thread
Yard goods

St

FOOD— Raw (3)
1. Vegetables
Cabbage
Carrots
Chili peppers
Lettuce
Leaves (misc.)
Potatoes
Squash
Tomatoes
2. Grains
Beans
Corn
Garbanzos
3» Fruit
Aguacates
Bananas
Lemons
Oranges
HARDWARE (3)
Knives
Machetes
Oil can lamps
HARNESS (2)
Bridles
Cinches
Girths
Hobbles
Riatas
Saddles (burro)
FURNITURE (2)
Benches
Small coairs
Petates

UTENSILS (3)
Baskets and mats
Comales
Enamel pots, Dans
Metates
Molcajetes
Spoons, forks
Wooden bowls, trays
Baci-cacas
Orinales

POTTERY (3)
Bowls
Casseroles
Jarros
Mugs
Ollas
Elates

MISCELLANEOUS (5)
Herbs
Pencils
Pens
Playing cards
Religious items
Writing paper

MUSICIANS (5)
hBarca de oro"
"Beer Barrel Polka"
"Sabor de engarlo"
"Sobre las olas"
"Tu, solo tu"

Figures in parentheses are the number of vendors noted» Entries
below "Musicians" are not the names of five minstrels but of the only
selections neard during the period of field observation in the Villa»

I
1

I
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facilities®

Tne tabulations of collected data reveal a perhaps surpris

ing dependency of the campesino upon trade-center functions .'*-0

To this

only summary reference can be made.
It was found£ for example* that nearly all the campesino 5 most of
the campesina, and a good part of the ninos clothing were factory-madeo
Nearly all was purchased at the Villa1s four largest general stores.
During the Gogorron Hacienda regime most peon clothing had been

home

made* the material being obtained (along with c o m , beans* chili, lard*
and the few otner items making up the peasant’s full consumer activity)
at the ”company store1'— the hacienda’s tienda de raya.
Inherent in the ejidatarios 1 new trading relationships were a
great number of social changes— e_.g«, the increase in secondary group
associations.

Their study could occupy an interdisciplinary research

team witn several seasons' interesting work.

Even fully to describe tne

complex of interrelated natural and social settings* in wnich Guadiana or
the Villa and its support area could be seen* v/ould be a major task.
Selling, (and to some extent, bartering) was important to the
Guadiana campesino.

»Vhileit was common to exchange a pig or kid (goat)

for needed hard goods, or upon occasion, for clothing, most transactions

Appendix A: Table I* "Villa de Reyes Village: General Store
Purcnases by Guadienos, 19UB” j Table II, "Villa de Reyes Village: Food
Store Consumption by Guadierfos, 19US"; Table III, "Villa de Reyes Vil
lage: Transportation, Recreation, Special Service and Guadieh'o Con
sumption,
Table IV, "Villa de Reyes Village:■ Artisan, Personal
Professional Service Providers— Guadieffo Consumption, I9U 8"; Table V,
"Villa de Reyes Village: ’Cottage Crafts,’ Cnemical-Action and PowerDriven Plants, 19U3"; infra®
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were for casn.

Tne campesino would bring eggs, chickens, pigs, goats, as

well as major livestock (sheep, cows, horses, oxen, burros) to tne Villa
for sale*

The smaller animals might be sold direct to meson, hotel, and

restaurant operators, or to individuals.

The municipio abattoir provided

a ready aiarket for tie ejidatario’s surplus animals.

It was common, also,

to engage in a little cattle or horse trading with ejidatarios from other
ejidcs— tne deals usually

being arranged at the village.

One or two men

in Villa de Reyes, and several itinerant traders, regularly bought, and
sometimes sold, cattle.

Tne sale of farm produce, grains and feed (e.g.

sweet potatoes, beans, c o m , alfalfa) was normally handled through one
of the three major village operators in these commodities.

Corn and

feed were often bought from them, or sometimes from other ejidatarios
of the municipio when they had an infrequent surplus or needed cash.
These grain, cattle and produce buyers and sellers performed a
middleman function since most of the goods purchased were re-sold, or
delivered on consignment, to the capitol market.

These men were also the

secondary source of credit available to the Guadiana ejidatario. , While,
frowned upon by tne Rjido Bank, it v/as nevertheless understood that the
Villa’s middlemen did a relatively large undercover business in cereals
and grains— the traditional principal speculative commodities of nontropical Mexican agriculture
The other, and primary, credit source for most ejidatarios was
the Banco Nacional de Credito ftjidal whose representative spent a good

X1Cf. Whetten, op. eft., p. 206.
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part, of ills time in the Bank s office in the Casa del Campesino.

Tne

principal credit operation was wheat, but occasionally the Bank also
made credit available for implements and certain otner needs of the
individual campesino;.

Educational services.-

Fronting on tne east side of the plaza

was tne relatively well-maintained building which housed the State Co
educational Primary School and the principal and his family.

Offering

instruction through the six years of the Mexican elementary curriculum,
this school was theoretically open to erido children,
Guadiana had attended or were expected to attend was only partial and the compulsory attendance
enforced.

Yet none from

Village attendance

laws were not being

If enforced, there would have been no room in the building

for the many children between the ages of six and fourteen who would
necessarily be present*
study,

Five teachers were serving at the time of this

A small night class of adults was learning to read and write

under a national alpnabetization program.

Community interest in the

school seemed only moderately active.

Religious services*-

An imposing parisn church; a venerated

santuario for the patron saint's fiesta; a recently constructed combi
nation

classroom (catechism), Acci^n Catolica meeting center and curacy;

as we„l as a resident cura and presbyter and two paid employees (clerk
and sacristan) were visible evidences of the village religious services*
Tne Catholic Action society was especially active in Municipio Villa de
Reyes, and two representatives from Guadiana

participated.

Church
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attendance from the ejido was fairly high*

All marriages, births,

baptisms, and deaths involved the service of the Church*

Religion

seemed to be one of the most vigorous and important of the non-economic
services available in the village.

Social services.-

Rmphasis has

been given the service provided

to the Guadienos try the village in the way of linking the ejido to the
world beyond— »■thro ugh trade, credit,, gossip, visiting, and the simple
circulation of ideas, news, styles, and rumors from the outside.
The function of the general store keeper, the bartender, and the
other service men of the community as retailers of news and gossip was
very evident.
The recreation, change, and satisfaction afforded the whole
campesino family through mingling witn the market place crowds, entnusiastically gobbling chicharrones at the busy municipic meat stalls;
buying popsickles for the youngsters from one or the otner of two
paleteros;

making needed clothing or yard goods purchases; pernaps

watching a baseball game, or visiting the occasional carnival, circus
or motion picture offered in the village represented some of their
significant life experiences.
the joys of drinking.

In addition, there were open to the men

These, unfortunately, seemed to be over-joyed-—

judging by the heavy Sunday incidence of drunkenness, brawls, and finan
cial. losses to the campesinos attendant upon the heavy consumption of
mezcal, tequila, and anis.

While all these were informal aspects of

sociability, tney probably were the most important

There were also some Villa de Keyes formal organized social acti
vities in wnich Ejido Guadiana participated*

The Confecleracion Nacionai

Campesina nad a regional Liga Agraria branch in the Villa.

All ejida-

tarios were "automatically" members of the local Liga, and each ejido
contributed a fixed monthly sum to its support*

The Casa del Campesino

(occupying an imposing colonial building, formerly the property of the
Gogorron hacendado but confiscated in the agrarian reform period for
"non-payment of taxes") was maintained as the regional headquarters of
the Confederacion*

Election rallies and other meetings were held there 3

it was the weighing and storage station where a Banco agent received the
ejidatarios* wheat at harvest time 3 and it served as a dormitory for
visiting ejidatarios from the more distant ejidos, and during encamp
ments of the Guardia Rural.

A few Guadiana campesinos were reported to

be aware of and enthusiastic about the Liga Agraria, but probably the
great majority of ejidatarios were indifferent to it*
The Guardia Rural was another formal campesino organization which
channelized group fraternal and associative spirit*

It appeared to be

made up of unpaid volunteers wno received brief annual military training
from an officer of the regular Mexican army.
during

It was reportedly organized

the agrarian reform as a means of affording the campesinos pro

tection against the assaults of gunmen

hired by angry landowners*

Several

informants stated that although the Guardia was little known, even in
Mexico, they believed it would be mobilized to defend tne agrarian
reforms and become the nucleus about which could be rallied effective
popular action should the conquests of the Revolution ever be threatened

______________________________________________
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seriously by organized conservative, Sinarquista, or other opposition.

12

Liuring the annual Villa de Keyes bivouac some men from Guadiana partici
pated., and tnere was opportunity for

friendly relationships with fellow

campesinos from other ejidos in the municipio*
Another organized social activity in the village was trie Villa de
Keyes municipio government-sponsored baseball team.

It had been ini

tiated by the youthful municipio presideiite, Sr- Tomas Tapia, III, who
had been educated in the state capitol and had spent several years
working in the United States— both factors helped explain his rabid base
ball interest-

One or two younger Guadiana campesinos* ?;ho had also

worked in the U- S., occasionally played on this team.

Several other

Guadienos reported they saw the games from time to time.
A number of the commercial amusements have been mentioned* but in
summarizing them here it can be affirmed that* without doubt, tne chief
such diversion (and one open publicly only to men) was drinking (alconolic beverages).
crowded on

Tnere were at least six saloons in the village— always

Sundays.and seemingly patronized muy regular by working

class village men and a number of alcoholics and vagrants during the
week.J'^

•^The predominantly rural, Christian-social, counter-Revolution
Sinarquista movement is well covered by Whettens op. cit., pp. U8H-522.
W i t was explained that the ratner annoying number of aggres
sively begging indigent vagabonds and alcoholics lying in wait near every
bar was due to the low revenues of the municipio making it impossible to
keep them in jail or occupied at such jobs as cleaning the streets— they
got too hungry and feeding was expensive (due to inflation, corn and bean
prices had risen several hundred peroent in ten years).

Tnere were two billiard and pool nails “~frecuented mostly by
village dwellers*

Once in a while a few of the younger Guadiana men

would play a game or two during a visit to the Villa.
Early in

1 ?U 8

in the cabecera.

the municipio’s first- permanent cinema, was opened

It occupied tne interior of a fine old home once

belonging to a viceroy, and locally famed as tne place where Don Benito
Juarez had slept on a June night in 1863; whil? en route to San Luis"—
which became the national capitol after Juarez 1 abandonment of Mexico
following the French victory at Puebla*

Neither the fact tnat Don Benito

had slept tnere nor other historic associations of the building served
to overcome local apathy however, and by July, 19U8, the cine had
foldedo

It was plannod to reopen later with improved projection equip

ment, but it was not expected that Guadiana or other outside attendance
would be great— >the evening showings made arrival back at the ejido
homes much too late.
A periodically very popular’ recreation was the plaza de toros
(bull ring) owned and. operated by tne municipio government.

During the

main fiestas and national holidays beginning fignters would perform
tnere j and upon, a few other occasions some local amateurs would tor ear.
while ethers competed in rodeo-like contest
Due note must also be taken of the occasional peripatetic circus
or carnival whicn visited the village.

Frequently these shows shared

“"“A vivid story of the torero’s struggle from amateur performances
in village plazas such as Villa de Reyes to the plaza maxima in Mexico
in Tom Leals The Brave Bulls (Boston: Little, Brown and Co.7 19U7 )5 270 pp.
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their profits with the local c h u r c h . ^
A final service, whicn partook of the cnaracter of recreation,
but also served a highly salutary end, were the radioactive thermoartesian Banos of Gogorron*

A local bus made several Sunday trips to

Ejido San Miguel (operator of a bath house and small hotel) and the
numerous nealth seekers or excursionists from the state capitol brought
revenue, gossip, and excitement into tne Villa®

Many Guadienos visited

the Baftos, but tney usually traveled directly from the ejido over tne
Hacienda la Ventilla road*

During the week the Banos bus made a daily

trip and many villagers took advantage of this opportunity to go for a
warm batn®

(Tnere was no water system in the Villa and only U or 5

homes had their awn electric pumped wells in

C ommunication services®-

19 U 8 .)

The principal rail and road transpor

tation connections in the raunicipio are shown on maps
(Appendix B)«

$3 6

and

7

In addition to federal rail and postal services, tnere

were privately operated bus lines linking the capitol, and certain more
rudimentary services available to other points in the municipio®

iSone sucn profit-sharing circus ran for some weeks during the
period of field work for this survey* Nearly everyone in the village
sav? at least one performance, and a great number of campesinos attended
a Sunday show® Tne circus traveled in two decaying trucks, its entire
cast (acrobats from 2 to UO years of age, two "gagsters,” three musi
cians and one magician— some roles interchangeable) were members of one
family* Tne other performers were two mangy and odiferous lions whose
peculiar aroma and periodic (mostly nocturnal) roarings were alike
wafted about the village, providing one of the least forgettable features
of residence there* Tne circus seating area was so priced that it fixed
the attendance into definite class groupings which seemed to reflect
closely the class structure of the community*
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Tne local bus to the Baffos has been mentioned.
also for charter*

It was available

Often the more affluent or extravagant c&mpesinos

would hire it to c a n y wedding parties from the church to post-service
fiestas— first at the eorapadres* (godparents or ceremonial sponsors)
home and then at tne groom's parents.
Several oxcarts and drivers likewise offered local freight and
passenger service from the Villa.

One or two would be engaged occasion**

ally by Guadieffos for wood and palm fiber gathering trips into the
sierras, and for carrying bridal and wedding parties ("second class" or
thrifty).
A Model A Ford "taxi" did a modest business.

This was almost

entirely with the most well-to-do villagers (for such affairs as saint's
day picnics, excursions to tne beautiful Hacienda Jaral de Berrio in
Guanajuato state, visiting relatives nearby, etc.), with Credit Bank
officials, or witn an occasional traveling salesman fare (to such
rough-road outposts as Bledos and Carranco).
Travel by Guadi.enos within the municipio was mostly by burro,
norse, or in their oxcarts.

The periodic trips by campesinos to the

state capitol, the infrequent ones to regional religious shrines and
other more distant places, were normally by rail, starting at the
Lstacion F. Cc de Villa de Reyes (see map "Los Guadienos Travel Area. •
Figure 12, Appendix B).

Sometimes a bus trip would ba made to San Luis,

especially if a small animal was being taken to the capitol market, or
a large item (steel plow) being brought back.
Messages and mail for Guadiana and other ejidos were given by the

Villa post office director to any campesino from the particular community
who nappened to be in the center,, or delivered to the Casa del Campesino
for handling (ejiao officer visits were frequent)Tne bus and motor freight line operated out of tne village by
local capitalists nad about eliminated the formerly large number of
arrieros (mule freighters)-

The few remaining drivers Handled freight

shipments of limited quantities and frequencies to and from municipio
settlements off the more motor“passable roads.

Several me s ones, or

stables for muleteers and their animals, still provided housing to the
Sunday market vendors and otner itinerant working class visitors.

Sales

men ani other representatives of the gente decente segments of society
ate and slept in the Hotel Maria.

Professional services.-

A normally-resident social service

medical ir.tern, a resident trained nurse-pharmacist, and a visiting
doctor wort tne only professionals serving Villa de Reyes in 19USThere were no known lawyers, engineers, or other liberal or technical
education graduates known.

Certain residents seemed to be accorded

professional status and prestige by the villagers.
priests (the cur a

Tnese were the

being the only municipio resident with college-level

education), the agrarian leader, and the school superintendent] and
lesserly, the school maestras, the principal judge (no legal training),
the other municipio government officials, a federal forest and national
park attendant (Parque Nacional El Gogorron), the public stenographer,
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and the Ejido Bank field representative.^
The resident intern was expected* under the conditions of his six
months’ period of obligatory service* to provide free or minimum cost
medical treatment to all municipio residents who sought help.
were supposed to be based on capacity to pay.

Any fees

The government's aim is

to keep an intern in the principal villages below

5*000

population at

all times, but it is frequently impossible to meet this ideal.

The man

stationed in the Villa in 19U8 died from a heart attack the day before
he was to have been interviewed for this survey.

It was not known at

the time how soon a replacement could be arranged, but everyone indicated
that several months would be required.
Dro Jesus Rivera Coronado, the 19U5 pre-degree intern, became very
well Liked in tne community.

He stated that he would have remained after

getti’g his degree (one of the program's objectives is locating young
doctor.i in previously unattended communities), except that the prevail
ingly low level of living made it impossible to earn sufficient income.
However, he had come back every Sunday since setting up his office in
San Luis and the best room in Hotel Maria was reserved as his consultorio.
The nurse-pharmacist was the co-owner and
drug store.

manager of the only

She was described as very competent and the adviser to the

more progressive village and ejido women.

Unfortunately, many of them1

1 incidentally, very respectful treatment was given the Agent of
the Ejido Bank and other distinguisned visitors from the capitol and
elsewhere, and to the blacksmith, proprietors of the four largest gener
al stores, owner of Hotel Maria, and the diesel electric plant operator.

■
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could afford neither the services of the visiting doctor or the nurse*
and were too suspicious of medical science in general to avail them
selves of the intern when one was present®

Therefore a number of mid

wives and brujas throughout the municipio were reported to subsist from
the patronage of these women.

Bruja and midwife techniques were stated

to vary from outright witchcraft (including herb* amulet* potion and
charm prescriptions and concoctions) to a fairly high level of folk
medicine with some sanitary touches (e.g®, washing hands before
delivering a child)®
The intern* doctor, midwives and brujas all accepted payment in
kind.

Dr. Rivera turned over the eggs and chickens brought to him by

farm wives in payment for treatment of themselves* their children or
husbands, to the hotel owner for casn or credit on his office rent.

Government services.-

In addition to the municipio-operated

abattoir and meat market and tne bull ring* a number of direct govern
ment services were utilized by the ejidatarios®

These included tne

judicial functions of the Alcaldfas Constitucionales (Constitutional
Justiceships), tne Registro Civil* and certain general services avail
able from the municipio government (e.g.* assistance in financing school
improvements)®

The justices of the peace worked under the Court of

First Instance in Santa Maria del Rio and handled minor civil and penal
cases.

The civil register was maintained by the Principal Justice*

who issued marriage, birth and death certificates®

All four of the

elected jueces could perform the civil marriage required by Mexican law®

_________________ ____ __________________________ ____ __
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The otner government forvices within the Villa were important
mostly to local residents*

'iiey were provided by such officials as

four ward judges (jueces de p.uartel), four aldermen (regidores), one
garbage collector, four policemen, and one jailer*
There was a sub-agent of the Santa Maria del Rdfo office of the
Federal Treasure Department in the village, and a small national defense
guard under a second lieutenant was barracked near the railway station*
Voting for municipio, state and federal elections was held in
the Villa, and customarily all municipio residents were supposed to vote
at the cabscera.
With "government" the descriptive analysis of Villa Reyes’ central
function characteristics is concluded, and the basis for assigning it a
Kolb

service definition of semi-complete in te m e d i a t e village made clear.

MINOR CENTERS IN GUADIANA *S SERVICE-AREA COMMUNITY

Several sections of the field schedule contained questions about
the satisfaction of material and social needs.

Included were queries on

farm implements, clothing, personal possessions, sewing machines, and
recreational or other travel.

While most of the information obtained

belongs in a sociocultural study, some of the replies helped delimit the
Guadiana service community.
ejido s
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Most diagnostic were returns by 1*7 of the

family heads.

Schedule tabulations (page £0 ) showed that certain material need 3
were being taken care of in nearby communities other than the Villa.
The municipio settlements of Hacienda La Ventilia and Bledos, and the

m m
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more distant Guanajuato villages of San Felipe and San Bartolo were
found to nave provided services to the Guadiana farmers*

Certainly

La Ventilla can be considered a secondary service-center within the
ejido service community.
San Luis Potosi, the state capitol (then about 120,000 inhabi
tants

also was revealed as a central-place where several needs were

being satisfied— a fact of considerable interest to a study of areal
support.

SAN LUES POTOSI: SERVICE-CENTER

Under the hacienda system, all informants were agreed, it had
been practically unheard of for a resident or sharecropper peon to have
had either occasion or resources to make the thirty-mile trip to the
state capitol.

Not only were food, clotning, and furnishing needs of

the laborers all satisfied by the tienda de raya, but so little cash
income was received that only a few minor purchases at Villa de Reyes
were possible.
In 19U8, as the table following makes clear, those carnpesinos who
had saved enough money from their crop sales were accustomed to make
major personal possession purchases in San Luis.

In addition to these

more special goods, it was very usual to purchase certain farm imple
ments in the capitol.

Thirty-seven of the Ejido*s sixty-six families

had purchased at least one such implement in the urban center within the
twenty-four months period ending August, 19i|8.
Not only trade called the Guadieno to San Luis.

At least three

—

__________________

TABLE II
EJIlX) GUADIANA: SERVICE-CENTERS SUPPLYING SELECTED GOODS— ACGuST, 1948a

G

0

0

SERVICE--CENTER AND FAMILY HEADS REPORTING CONSUMPTION

E) S

SCHEDULE,
INVENTORY0
—-----;
--------------- !
ITEM

VILLA EE
REYES

HACIENDA
VENTILLA

SAN LUIS
POTOSI

20
1

5
16
6
9
1
11
— *

O T H E R

FARM IMPLEMENTS
Hoe
Machete
Saddle
Shovel
Sickle
Steel Plow
Wood Plow

55
57
25
32
77
49
42

13
23

Oxcart

11

1

—

10
17
1

—
23
—
—

19 not specify where purchased.

Ejido Bank (indirect S.L.P.), 28
V.R. RR Station, 1. Rancho Grande
village, 29.
"Made it myself," 3.
Bledos, 1; San Bartolo, Gto., 1;
San Felipe, Gto., 1; No data, 5.

2

PERSONAL / HOUSEHOLD
Alarm Clock
Phonograph
Sewing Machine
Wrist Watch

TOTALS

8
2
?
4

4
—

—

2

—

-71

26

4
2
5
4

53

a Source: Consumption data are from field schedule returns by 47 of ejido's 66 family heads.
^Inventory tabulated from schedules completed by 53 family heads.

.
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families had taken one or members to the city for specialized medical
treatment*

And tne most prosperous ejidatarios all stated emphatically

that they would go to San Luis in the event of major illness in their
families.

This is a decision, incidentally, which it

would have been

virtually impossible for an hacienda peon to have made.
The leaders of the ejido— -the elected officials— had all made
many trips to the capitol over the years since the ejido was created in
1936.

Some of these trips were self-instigated and involved disputes or

normal negotiations with the bank.
bles inside the ejido.

Others were a consequence of trou

A few followed efforts of an hacienda represent

ative to effect land adjustments in his favor.
State and national politics had made it not only possible but also
necessary for ejidatarios to visit the capitol.

Sometimes elections,

sessions of the state legislature, political rallies, presidential visits,
etc., brought "reward" trips for those farmers who had proven most amen
able to or cooperative with such government or quasi-government organi
zations and agencies as tne Bank, Corifederacion Nacional Carapesina,
Partido Revolucionario Institucional (or its predecessors, Partido de la
Revolucion Mexicana and Partido Nacional Revolucionario), Departamento
Agrario, and others.

Frequently, as suggested above, such trips were not

tied in with tne manipulative or electioneering aspects of politics, but
were straight-forward actions connected with the administration of the
ejido and its relations to the official agencies with which it was
required to deal by the provisions of tne Codigo Agrario.
alany ejidatarios reported pians to make (or naving made) strictly
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social or recreational trips to San Luis*

Some nad relatives there,

others wished to attend a major religious event* many simply wanted tc
visit the big city for fun.

And it was mostly fun, of one sort or

another, which lured the younger campesinos to the capitol.

The conse

quences of these excursions were not infrequently reflected by a nota
ble jump in the Villa farmacia*s sulfa product sales.
It was not only in these specific relationsnips of the ejido with
the urban center that there was evidenced the interrelatedness and inter
dependency of wnat might be called Guadiana's expanding community, but
also in a whole complex of the capitol’s associations with the municipiOo

Only a few were observed (and they related specifically to the

cabecera), but they can be noted as suggestive of that larger community
fabric into which. Guadiana had become woven.

San Luis: economic services.-

Referring municipio : capitol

relationships to the six function index, it was seen that in economic
services San Luis was the banking, wholesaling, distributive, and indus
trial center upon which the municipio most immediately depended.
The leading business men of the cabecera had accounts in the com
mercial banks of San Luis.

The Ejido Credit Bank sometimes sold the

ejidos* wheat to one of those banks, sometimes to flour mills in the
city.

Nearly all manufactured products distributed by Villa stores were

obtained from wholesalers or factories in the capitol.

The urban market

supported the grain, cattle, and produce sellers who operated out of the
municipio.

It was this market too which provided nearly all of the
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Guadiana ejidatarios’ cash income— indirectly througn the Bank's sale of
the wheat crop, directly through its absorption of surplus ejido milk,
sweet potatoes, and occasionally, eggs and poultry.

This market was

reported also to be the chief outlet for the few "industrial" products
of the municipio (e.g«, baskets, cordage, cajeta and mezcal).

Similarly,

tne city market took the produce from the municipio’s privately owned
rancnos and rancho-haciendas (e.g., La Ventilla, Pardo).

Educational;, religious, social, professional services.-

In edu

cation San Luis offered general and technical high schools, private
commercial and trade schools, one of the most famed and expensive "under
cover" (by reason of the primary and secondary education imparted by nuns
violating Article

3 of the Constitution) convents in Mexico, and the

Universidad Autonoma Potosina.

Although living levels had not yet per

mitted more than a few municipio students to attend any of these schools,
it is possible that they someday may be important in the greater commun
ity pattern.
Public school policy and finance centered on San Luis, for both
the state and federal scnool inspection and administration offices were
there.

Guadiana's school teacher had ner permanent home in the capitol

and returned to it for long week-ends at least twice a montn.
San Luis was the seat of tne bisnop and the regional headquarters
of Accion CataLica.

Given the hierarchical organization of the Church,

the city’s significance to tnat dominant religion is apparent.
The social services of tne state capitol have been suggested in

part by the previous comments on visiting and recreation by ejidatarios.
The welfare services offered by the state*s Department of Public Health
should be noted.
In addition to the medical and hospital facilities already men
tioned as having drawn some campesinos to San Luis, there were a number
of professionals— lawyers, engineers, dentists, oculists— and skilled
tecnnicians whose services were occasionally sought by a few residents
of tne municipio.

Communication services.-

The division offices and shops of the

National Railways were in San Luis, as well as an airport, bus terminal,
motor freight and other

specialized transport facilities.

The state’s

Department of Public Works, which maintained some of the roads in the
state (and all those in the municipio) was in the capitol, of course.
Tnere also were the postal inspection and administration offices for
the region as well as those for the national telegraph and telephone
companies.

El HeraIdo,

the only newspaper which reported municipio

events, was published in San Luis.

There too were the distributors of

books and magazines, some very few of which were sent into the Villa de
Reyes section (mostly conic books in

Government services.-

19 ^8 ).

The influence of government services and

agencies such as the National Railways, the Ejido Credit Bank, Federal
School Department, the government political party, and others, has been
pointed out.

In a very real sense, the municipio was dependent upon

state and federal assistance.

Several former municipio presidentes
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stressed how limited were the powers and service capabilities of local
government— largely due to the low taxing and other revenue raising
rights which they enjoyed.1 '^
There was a further orientation of the municipio toward the state
center because of the official one-party system*

The state* in turn, was

very dependent upon the national government— for political organization
and direction, for revenue, agricultural subsidies, highways, and a great
variety of other services.
One fina3. observation concludes this section on the urban service
center*

It was found tnat population increase was already putting great

pressure on Guadiana’s land resources (a situation prevailing throughout
the municipio).

It was learned that population growth has been, and

promises to continue, steady.
San Luis will serve as an

Therefore it is possible that some day

outlet for excess rural population.

The

already evident expansion, at an increasing rate, of consumers goods
industries and servicing activities may become incentives for migration
of younger campesinos who feel that economic opportunities are already
-i Q

too limited in the municipio.

^ C f . tfhetten, 0£. cit., pp. £ 2ii-53U* 5UU- 555 *
1c
°A trend was suggested by conversations with several Villa youths
who had gone to San Luis and found employment as carpenters’, machinists',
armature winders', auto mechanics', and bottling works’ apprentices. One
or two stated that they hoped to return after learning the trade and set
up small shops in the '/ilia. Several others commented that tnere were no
facilidades there and that they never expected to come back-~except for
periodic visits to their families.

CHAPTER IV

GUADIANA FINDINGS: CONCLUSIONS, COMPARISONS, GENERALIZATIONS,
AND IMPLICATIONS

The prosecution of empirical inquiry, guided by some consistently
related system of concepts, should be expected to test the hypothesis
upon which the study was based, to permit the organization of data rel
evant to the specific objectives of the investigation, and to contribute
to the clarification of some of the concepts involved in the research*
In addition, empirical research often results in unanticipated findings,
adds pressure for the reformulation of concepts adequate to account for
the) data obtained, and brings about new directions of inquiry as
research procedures, fieId-invented or modified, produce new or formerly
unavailable data."*"

PROBLEM, OBJECTIVES : SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS

One of the hypotheses advanced as to

spatial relationships among

the factors of territory, population, associative life, and regionalism
in determining rural communities is that of the service-center area*
The Guadiana reconnaisance was an initial Mexican regional test
of the service-area hypothesis in a sample area community*

As a research-

orienting hypothesis the operational measurement and mapping of a1

1 Cf. Robert K. Merton, "The Bearing of Empirical Research Upon
the Development of Social Theory,"_American Sociological Review, 1 3 ;f?0]p~
$l£, October, 19 U 8 *

—
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geographically identifiable service-communi ty was postulated.

To satisfy

primary objectives of this problem, mapping of tne most fundamental rela
ted spatial phenomena was called for.

As well, it was expected that the

elementary locality groups and basic trade and service patterns would be
revealed, and that an outline of regional areal support could be plotted
from the field data.

As a related, but second-order, objective it was

hoped bhst the data obtained could be brought to bear significantly on
the general research problem of settlement location definition, including
comparative Mexican (and some G. S.) aspects.

Especially singled out for

reference to Guadiana and comparative study findings were the centralpiece theory and the hypothesis of central dominance in Mexican commun
ity organization.

kiadiana locality groups and the "community” concept.-

There

have be.en reported and mapped three locality groupings where people

viere

residing together in face-to-face association.

These were the

Potreros of Las Mangas and Las Mulas, and Rancho Grande de Guadiana vil
lage*

Within trie village were noted other internal groupings bound by

friendship and kinship ties.

The Potrero and Rancho groupings combined

can be considered a community by the definition cited earlier: ". . .the
maximal group of persons who normally reside together in face-to-face
association."

But this Guadiana face-to-face residence community was far

from being self-sufficient, the only focus of associative life for ejido
members, or conceivable as a settlement discrete and isolated from
regional circulations.

Guadiana participation in a functioning regional
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complex was both evident and vital.

The Villa de Reyes service-area con muni ty.- Functions of market
ing, religion, communication, local administration, and personal services
were found to contribute to the importance of Villa de Reyes as servicecenter for the greater community of which Guadiana was an identified part.
In delineating tae areal organization of the Guadiana rural com
munity it seems evident that the service-area hypothesis was validated.
Both the prevailing money economy and the great dependence of Guadiana
(and other local) farmers upon goods and services available in the ser
vice-center village v/ere observed factors which helped sustain that
hypothesis o
Based on the Guadiana sample it was possible to evaluate several
spatial, or territorial, aspects of regional association.

Included were

the location of successive or subsidiary service centers (Rancho Grande
village, Hacienda La Ventilla) and the analysis of their functions.
A summary of the main service centers and functions identified in
the regional complex (next page) recalls the extent to which rural dwell
ers were found dependent upon regular and fundamental service relation
ships extending well beyond the family and face-to-face residence
community.
The testing of the service-area hypothesis was further advanced
ty graphic plotting of fie id-obtained data on the local flow of persons
(Figure

2,

page 62), and of those on the pattern of regional service-

areas and population distribution (map

9$

Appendix B).

These graphics

PRIMARY SERVICE-CENTER RELATIONSHIPS

FAMILY^

%' A ^
^' m £ o GRANDE

DE GU ADIANA
ITED, SIMPLE SERVICE VILLAGE

VILLA DE REYES
SEMI-COMPLETE, ^INTERMEDIATE VILLAGE
SERVICES USED
I a ECONOMIC
Weekly market, general stores
(clothing, implements,
notions, etc.)
Grain/animal sales/trading
Personal: barber, blacksmith,
undertaker
Ejido Credit Bank office
Drugs
III. EDUCATIONAL — not used
III. RELIGIONS
Church (masses, baptisms, mar
riages, deaths; Ac c i rn
Catdlica)
IV. SOCIAL
Recreation — visiting, etc.
V. COMMUNICATION
Bus — railroad —
VI. PROFESSIONAL
Doctor — nurse —
VII. GOVERNMENT
Civil Register —
______ Elections

post office

midwives

SERVICES USED
1. ECONOMIC
Minor items, wood plows
II. EDUCATION
Federal Rural School
III. RELIGIOUS
Chapel, Accion Catolica
VII. GOVERNMENT
Ejido elections, special
assemblies, etc.
"Law & order"

SAN LUIS POTOSI
REGIONAL, URBAN SERVICE-CENTER
SERVICES USED
I. ECONOMIC
Ejido Credit Bank
(District Office)
Sale of farm surplus
Farm implements
Special consumer goods
(e.g., sewing machine,
phonograph, clock)
II. EDUCATIONAL —

,rTYPiCAL SECONDARY)
L .s e r v i c e CENTER J
HACIENDA LA VENTILLA
SINGLE, SIMPLE SERVICE VILLAGE
SERVICES USED
1, ECONOMIC
Farm implements, blacksmithing
H . SOCIAL
_____ Recreation (visiting, etc.)

III. RELIGIOUS —

not used
special events

IV. SOCIAL
Recreation — travel, ad
venture)
V. COMMUNICATION — not used
VI. PROFESSIONAL
Major illnesses (medical
specialists)
VII. GOVERNMENT
______ Serious agrarian problems

"Law & Order”

FIGURE 1,- EJIDO G U A M ANA SERVICE-CENTER RELATIONSHIPS, 1948

o»
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essentially symbolize that outline of regional areal support which had
been called for as anotner of the study’s prime objectives.

An outline of regional areal support.-

Demonstrated

by

the

service-area measurement and mapping was the influence of San Luis
Potosi city as a regicnal terminal cencer.
most specialized services.

In it were available the

As the service-center apex in a series of

successive tributary areas San Luis was seen to exert maximum pull on
the next lower centers in the service hierarchy

Villa de Reyes),

let, as was shown, even the Guadiana campesino was occasionally drawn to
the capitol by some special need.
In terras of circulation, or flow, it was found that most movement
of persons and goods was to and front the trade center and its tributary
villages.

But a significant flow of Villa residents to and from the

state capitol was recorded also.

This movement was generally connected

with banking, wholesaling, and other commercial operations related to
servicing the village*

From the capitol, in turn, there were economic,

administrative, communication, and other links with Mexico, Monterrey,
and additional regional centers.

These flow patterns emphasize the

importance of the principles of human circulation and of the route in
the ordering of regions.

In an era marked by the striking fact of human

mobility, circulation and flew phenomena become primary criteria in the
definition of settlement and other spatial phenomena.
A provisional schematic diagram of human movement in the Villa
section highlights service-area relations,, and. suggests aspects of areal
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support and of regional integration at successive levels of human circu
lation (Figure 2, next page^)*
A final conclusion emphasized b,y the flow diagram was that there
were pronounced differentials of association intensity in the trading and
service-providing area*

This confirmed a minor second-order objective

of the study and suggested also that various human associational research
problems in a community or settlement frame of reference very profitably
might exploit the research technique represented*

(More refined sampling

and Quantifying procedures, of course, would be assumed.)
Service-area mapping— on a location, transportation and population
base— rep resents substantially (in a non-verbal symbol medium) the attain
ment of all the stated prime objectives of the reconnaisance, including
the graphic outlining of the areal support region*
On the map ‘‘Villa de Reyes Municipio and Vicinity: Regional Ser
vice-Areas and Population Distribution, 19l|8/l950" (9, Appendix B) were
plotted Guadiana’s neighborhood-village and main service-areas as estab
lished by field investigation*.

The data upon which these plottings were

based has been organized in the preceding chapter*

As a type-area only

the Guadiana neighborhoods were identified as "neighborhood servicearea*"

However, five "secondary village service-areas" were located—

tnat of Hacienda La Ventilla being the investigated type*

Of the

p
'■Source: estimates (considered relatively reliable) based on
interviews and periodic observations at rail, bus and truck loading
zones, market places, roads and trails during 19U8* N.3.: as stated in
the text, the flows plotted
represent "to and from" movements— i_*e.,
return to origin point assumed.
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"village service-area" category (type-area: Villa de Reyes) a total of
five were indicated.

All tnese unit service-areas were identified as

tributary to the regional service—center, San Luis Potosi city.

San Luis

was also tne center of its own urban service=arca (the only one plotted).
Tne served populations estimated for the listed service-areas were
calculated on the basis of interviews with retail merchants, wholesalers,
bus and truck drivers, railroad agents, bankers, a m y officers and gov
ernment officials, and from extensive auto reconnaisance over the state.3
Also basic to the mapping were exploratory investigations (19U6, 19U8,
1950) in several other San Luis Potosi centers— e.g., Ciudad del Maiz,
R£ o Verde, Ciudad Valles, Villa de Arriaga.

The regional service popu

lation for San Luis Potosi city was estimated to include all of the
state except the Huasteca Potosina (Sierra Madre Oriental escarpment)
and tne Gulf Coastal Plain.

Tnese two sections appeared to be

linked

by tho Pan American Highway to regional centers lying north and south
along that artery.

This conclusion is made more understandable through

reference to "Mexico: States, Major Highways and Railroads" and "San
Luis Potosi State: Physiographic Provinces" (maps 2, 3 — Appendix B).

Mapping.-

In the satisfaction of mapping requirements— explicit

in the objecLives of this study, and implicit to incisive community
research (in the view of space-sensitive investigators)— a series of

3
Ihe population statistics for these calculations and for the
base map drafted were abstracted from the 1950 national census returns.
Secretana de Economia, Direccion General de Estadfstica, Integracion
Territorial de los Estados (Jnidos Mexicanos Septimo Ceriso General de
i^oblacioh 1930 (Mexico: La Sria. .
1952), pp. £00, £0b.~

6U
somewhat provisional charts was prepared (Figure 1 and maps 2-12— Appen
dix B).^

As has been emphasized, there were plotted the essential

territorial relations of tne ejido, the other spatial phenomena consid
ered fundamental to the achievement of the study’s primary objectives,
and the most relevant general earth and human distributional featureso
This mapping effort culminated in the just-described regional servicearea chart.

Together, these maps were believed to illustrate the thesis

(stated in the introduction) that, for a given time : space summation,
no other symbol system can contribute as much to areal synthesis,
generalization and analysis.

THE GUADIANA RECONNAISANCE AND COMPARATIVE MEXICAN SERVICE-AREA RESEARCH

In the very considerable recent literature which criticizes (or
defends) the community study approach, one of the main negative evalu
ations has been concerned with the alleged lack of comparability of the
type studies. This criticism has held principally to the charge that
community studies.have failed to.be motivated by some central scientific
problem or a clearly defined hypothesis, and that there is an absence of
considered theoretical, conceptual and methodological orientation— at

^Since no adequate base maps could be located, "provisional”
applies especially to Guadiana maps and to culture features on those of
Villa de Reyes and vicinity. Topographic sheets for San Luis Potosx
state were relatively inadequate also, and detailed traverses of Villa
de Reyes raunicipio non-existent. Guadiana project time could not be as
signed to rectifying these deficiencies and available field hours and re
sources permitted only rudimentary sketch mapping procedures in the ejido,
Villa de Reyes village, and around the local and regional service-areas.
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least insofar as can be judged by the written research reports.^
The Guadiana project’s concern with conceptual orientation has
been considered previously.

It is far beyond the defined limits of this

study to evaluate the current criticisms of community investigation*
However, it does seem little controversial to hold that if research
reports, organized around recognized concepts, are related to findings
based on similar concepts and reported in other studies, there will be
made a greater contribution to the subject study's field of interest.
Implicit in the second-order objective of the Guadiana problem was just
that assumption, since it was hoped that meaningful generalizations and
implications could be drawn using comparative Guadiana and other Mexican
community study data*

Mexican service-area research.-

Given the near half-century his

tory of service-area studies in the U. S., and the importance assigned
to the approach in the hundreds of rural sociological, geographical and
human ecological community studies made during that period, it would
seem likely that it should have been applied on numerous Mexican community

Cline, ££<> cit., pp. 219, 231-232; George A. Lundberg, Social
Research A Study in Methods of Gathering Data (2d ed.; New York: ~
Lon grans, Green and Co., 19L/J, pp* 391-3957”Gottfried Pfeifer, Regiona 1
Geography in the United States Since the War A Review of T r e n d s T n
“
theory and Method, trans. John Leighly New YorkT American Geographical
Society, 1933), pp. U~13; Edward Shils, The Present State of American
Sociology (Glencoe, 111.: The Free Press, 1 9 E D , pp.lPlE*. J. E. Spencer,
preview of A Chinese Village and Earthbound China/, The Geographical
Review, 37:335-337/"April, 19h7; Steward”, o d . cit., pp. 21, 25, 33, Ll,
5lj Marvin J. Taves and Neal Gross, "A Critique of Rural Sociology ReSearch, 1950,” Rural Sociology, 1 7 1 109-118, June, 1952 3 Taylor, ’’Tech
niques. •
op. cit., p. I4I1Q; and Robin M. Williams, "Review of Current
Rasearun in Rural Sociology,” Rural Sociology, 11:103-111;, June, 19L6.

I
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investigations..

However, the twenty-two year history of contemporary

Mexican studies, initiated by Robert Redfield’s Tepoztlan. . .(^), does
not appear to have been marked by z-eseareh relating to service-areas.^
The need for comparative field studies of service-centers in vari
ous regional settings has been recognized by area study advocates and
others®
o • .we need to know thee * .dispositions and interrelations
of. . .service areas. . . . Such relations are complicated. . .but
they are integrated. • .through the medium of the central service
centre. . . .
A great deal ha.s been written on these. . .in both
America and Europe and the main features are common knowledge. The
social sciences must now investigate in selected areas the actual
character of the warp and woof of community relations in rural areas,
the interrelations of town and countryside. . .the range of influ
ence of the metropolitan city over the towns and country round it . 8
The Guadiana reconnaisance was an elementary example of the type
of selected areal research which has been urged.

If there were other

similar studies of Mexican communities and regions with which to compare
the present findings, more specific limits on generalizations from the
data could be suggested.' However, from Guadiana data, and those in four of

^Robert Redfield, Tepoztlan, A Mexican Village: A Study of Folk
Life iChicago: Univ. of Chicago ?ress, ”19307; 2ii7 'pp.
7cf. Cline, op. cit., pp. 216-219, 232-2U2.

Q
°Dickinson,

ojd.

cit., p.

6.

*

^Reporting (.Lec., I9I48) an ". . .ultimate goal. . .to amass suf
ficient information to describe a Mexican town and municipality. « .so
that people. . .might know how this community made a living. . .and the
dozens of other items that make up the life and actuality of a commun
ity. .
Brand stated that Mto the best of our knowledge, no othersu.cn
study of a Mexican community exists.” Brand, op. cit., p.
/Cuiroga
was published prior to Lewis* Life in a Mexican~Village. . . .7
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the most important recent studies, it is possible to conclude that the
service-area concept helps explain contemporary patterns of settlement
nucleation and associative life in several parts of Mexico.

Notable

also are research reports on the influence of new communication patterns
in the structuring of service-area communities.

Tepoztlan: service-area shifts.-

In his restudy of Tepoztlan (a

work considered extremely important because of its approach, method,
objectives and scope10), Lewis notes the decline of the village’s for
mer trading area and the rise of nearby

miles) Cuernavaca as the

principal regional service center.
In general, the effect of the road to Tepoztlan has been to
weaken the local market, to increase the importance of stores and
trade relations with Cuernavaca, to decrease the extent of inter
village trade within the municipio, and to abolish completely
earlier trade relations with other villages of the region.^

^L-iroga: service-area historical cycle.- Brand's municipio study
includes several service-^area data.

In the 18th and 19th centuries,

Quiroga had been a leading exchange center for goods from i-he lowlands
and central plateau.

Traders had ranged from San Luis Potosi and

Guanajuato to the Guerrero and Michoacan Pacific coastlands, with

10

Life in a Mexican V illage. . .was interdisciplinary, had a cul
ture-personality base, areal orientation, and aimed at a rounded account
of tne total community in an nistorical perspective, and was not an
attempt 11. . .to document a preconceived sociological s c h e m e C l i n e ,
op* cit., pp. 219 -229 . Cf. Norman D. Humphrey, /review/, American
Journal of Sociology, 570^2-39^, January, 195>2.
^Lewis, op. cit., p. 169°

See also pp. 170-171, U66
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Quiroga serving as a two-way entrepot.

Then railroad building and the

consequent growth of new service-centers reduced Quiroga's importance,
and the long revolutionary upset left the villa ge, by 1928, at its
lowest population and trade point since the 17th century.

Very interes

ting changes— 'service-area coaununity-wise— have since occurred.
> . .*Vith tne improvement of the social-political situation and
the establishment of the improved highway between Mexico City and
Guadalajara, Quiroga began to recoup some of her losses. . . .
Since 1937. • .the highway was completed, passenger and freight
services by bus and truck were inaugurated, tourist trade and com
merce in regional handicrafts burgeoned, etc. At present Quiroga
is probably the most active town commercially, for its population,
in Michoacan. • . .it is also the principal market town for the
people of the entire municipality. . . .12

Tzintzuntzan: changes in degree, not kind.-

The important mono

graphic study tjy Foster, centered on the basically Mestizo town of
Tzintzuntzan and its tributary Tarascan hamlets, directs attention to a
long-time trade-area pattern in central Mexico and indicates transport
as an evolutionary" factor in service-area changes.
- • .Most of Mexico has since pre-Conquest times been charac
terized by a large proportion of non-self-sufficient villages and
areas. . .all villages. . .have found that through specialization
and trade it is possible to enjoy more of the good things. . • .The
States of Mexico, Morelos, Puebla, Jalisco, and Guanajuato, to men
tion a few of the most important areas, all have identical patterns
to that of Michoacan. . . .
The advent of the railway. . .and of highways. . .have been of
tremendous importance in this development of trade, but from the
long-term view they represent changes in degree and not in kind.13

-■•2brand, op. cit., p. 187.

See also pp. 138-193.

■^George M. Foster, Empire's Children: The People of Tzintzuntzan
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution, Institute of 3ocial"Tnthropology,
19U3 /Mexico: Imprenta Mundo Nuevo, S.A., 19U37, pp. 130-131. Also
pp. 132-11*2.
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Foster found that the local Tzintzuntzan market (the weekly mar
ket being reported as characteristic of central-, the permanent market
of southern- Mexico) had disappeared*

The Revolution and transport

technology changes are assigned responsibility.-^

The present market

pattern finds the typical Tzintzuntzenc taking a bus or hitchhiking to
the Friday Patzcuaro and Sunday ^uiroga markets*

Patzcuaro is shown to

be the regional trade center.

Tarascan area: expanding

service relations.- Robert best’s 19U6

descriptive survey of the modern Tarascan area (N*W. Michoacan) was the
only stucfy noted which made specific reference to, and
service a r e a s . O n

30me

mapping of,

a simple place map (not an overlay on a location:

transport: population base map) he indicated principal markets and con
nected them (by line symbols) with their tributary Indian settlements.^
Changes in goods transportation, buying and selling were recorded, and
the effect of changing transport again emphasized:
. . ."mule-skinners,” in spite of inroads of motor transportation
still account for a large part of the interregional trade in
Michoacan. . . .
although motor transportation is continually
replacing the mule and burro. . . .
Since the construction of motor roads. . .former /mule-skinners/

l4"in an probability the disturbances caused by the Revolution,
followed by better means of transport to other towns, made it impossible
for Tzintzuntzan to compete with the larger centers." Ibid., p. 131.
'^Robert C. (Vest, Cultural Geography of the Modern Tarascan Area
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution, Institute of Social Anthropology,"
19U8), pp. 71-7U*
1 f

•°Ibid., p. 72.
"Many non-Tarascan towns tributary to the main
markets, are .not indicated"— i.e.,. this was not. a. basic survey, of the
functioning service-area communities.
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and /carriers/ have begun to use public buses and semipublic trucks
to transport merchandise. Pottery vendors, for example, stand for
hours along the highway, hailing through“trucks to. . .Guadalajara,
Morelia, or Mexico City. . .
The wholesale buyers represent a modern type of merchant, who
with the advent of road construction have begun to penetrate. . •
the area. . *^-7

From Guadiana findings, and from those of other comparable
Mexican community studies

those cited), certain generalizations

can be drawn which have both descriptive and theoretical implications to
(1) the particular research problem of service~areas, (2) the more
general problem of settlement definition, and (3) especially, to those
research interests (and certain related aspects) as developed in the
setting of Mexican community investigation.

GENERALIZATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS PROM GUADIANA AND COMPARATIVE FINDINGS

In undertaking any projections from Mexican community study data
the previous caution about limitations on such generalization must be
re-emphasized.

It has been noted that there is a near complete absence

of service~area research*

Now it must be stressed also that those

Mexican community studies which have been published are peculiarly unrep
resentative in terms of areal and national ethnic, spatial, and other
differentiations.

The published investigations predominantly concern

Indian and Indian-like places (85percent of Mexico speaks only Spanish),
small towns and villages, and are strikingly unbalanced in that total

17Ibid«, p. 7U.
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regional, urban, and rural-urban probings have teen wholly neglected *

The
1R

Worth of Mexico--half, or more, of the nation--has teen virtually overlooked,. ~

Service-area changes and population : se or,lenient patterns*Guadiana data, and those from, the other comparative Mexican communitystudies reported,, have shown the importance of the regional trade center
and have indicated the tendency for new road transport facilities to
weaken immediate local markets and build up larger trade centers*
With the publication of the

1950

census data it became possible

to measure and verify some of the trends in settlement nucleation and
population distribution whicn service-ares, findings from various
isolated community studies had already predicted— at least locally*

The

census information was highly significant (see table, next page)o
Over tne decade 19UG-19.50 the numbers of rural centers of the
Rancho Grande de Guadiana category (101-$00 Inhabitants) increased 9
percent, their population 10 percent*

At the same time centers like

Villa de Reyes ($Gl-2,$00) increased by 2li. percent, their population 2?
percent*

There was a corresponding increase of UU and $8 percent in the

numbers and population, respectively, of the larger villages and urban
centers (2,$00 and o v e r ) ^ C;

-^Cline: op* cit», pp. 217, 229-232$ and Tax, op* cit«, pp* 292s

296- 2 9 7*
■^The population increases recorded 19h0-19$0 in this study's
area were there; I.9UO-— Guadiana, 2$9$ Villa de Reyes village, 2,383;
San Luis, 77,161* 19$0— G.. 3$U$ V* de K s, 2,$82$ S.L.P., 12$,oU0*
Secretaria de nconomia, Lireccion General de tstadistica, 6^ Censo de
Poblacion 19UQ San Luis Potosx (Mexico; La Sria* •
1£U377 pp«
• •
122$ and _______ , Integracidn Territorial* »
ojd. cit*, pp« $00-$08*

TABLE III
MEXICO: LOCALITY GROUPS —
..”1r—---- -- —
N U
LOCALITY GROUP
1940
(INHABITANTS)
No.

NUMBER AND POPULATION —

.......

1--M

%

B

E

R

_______ 1
1950

%

No.

P

0

1940, 1950a

F

U

L

A

T

I

0

N

1950

1940
No.

No.

%

[ *

1-

100

75,673

71.9

57,412

63.3

2,004,099

10,2

1,778, 294

6,9

101-

500

22,894

21o7 24,825

27.4

5,077,145

25.8

5,8/14,253

22.7

501-2,500

5,918

. 5.6

7,356

8.1

6,675,639

28.8

7,220,230

28.0

700

0;6

1,0 10

1.1

6,896,669

35.0

10,900,934

42.3

—

25,743,711

—

2,$00 or more

TOTAL

105,18$

—

90,603

—

19,653,552

a Source: Secretaries de Economia, Direcci<$n General de Estadistica, Integracion Terri
torial de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos Septimo Censo General de Poblaci6n 1950 (Mexico: La
Sria. . . ., 1952), pp, 6, 8-9.
M
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While various factors are involved in the changes shown by cen
sus comparisons (e.£. a period of rural peace* marked decline in mor
tality with high fertility levels maintained* big irrigation projects*
and internal migration)* certainly not least

among them has been the

service-area changes related to a surge of road building and the increase
in trucks and buses*

Changed transport technology probably has had pri

mary responsibility for the growth of larger regional trade canters and the
consolidation of the local service—center in its areal service community *
A good idea of transport relation to Mexican service-area changes
can be gained from examining recent vehicle and highway statistics*

In

the period 192U-1950 automobile registrations increased U70 percent*
buses 300 percent* and cargo trucks 1*080 percentl20* Highway (1st* 2d
and 3d class) kilometreje increased from 0 to 20*000 kilometers over the
same period* and some 10*000 kilometers of serai-amproved dirt secondary
("-.arm—to-raarket") roads were completed as w e l l . ^
road construction in the 19li6”1952 sexennium were

expenditures for

237

percent more than

dmiing the preceding one* and 636 percent greater than those for the
entire period from 192.5-1939«22

^Source: table, next page.
'~^Hi3panoamericano* 17:23* 5 mayo de 1930;
, 21:3, 20 iunio
de 1952; and _______* 21;6* 3 septiembre de 1932 *
Annual construction of all types of roads has averaged 3*000
kilometers for the past several years.

2^Budget- allocations: 1925-1939* P360*000*000; 19 U 0-19 l*5 *
^963*000*000; 19U6-1952, P 2 *289*000*000. (Precise comparisons would
require compensation for peso purchasing power drops and the devalu
ation of I9I1.8• ) ...........................................................
A measure of the dependence upon federal government action is the

7k

TABLE IV
MEXICO; MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS, SELECTED YEARS,

BUSES

192 )4-1950*

TRUCKS

YEAR

AUTOMOBILES

192h

32,000

5,000

5,500

1930

63 s 000

6,300

18,300

193U

695000

7,000

23,000

19U0

93,600

10,000

1*2,000

1950

1^0,000

15,000

65,000

aSource: Hispanoaniericano, l f : 2 3 9 5 mayo 1950$ and Sec ret aria de
Econcraia, Direccion General de Estadistica* Anuario Estedistlco de los
Es~oados Unidos Mexic'an'os 191*2 (Mexico: i& SrJa. ’« .
’3.9b8 ) ’ p. 1Q80„

I
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The trend toward fewer service centers and small isolated settle
ments is a characteristic of uVestern cultures since the

Industrial

Revolution.
. . .Before the Industrial Revolution. . .the market town was the
seat of services for an area within about one hour’s journey by
road— a distance of some two to three miles.
But in the last hundred
years the increasing number and complexity of centralized services,
the improvement of roads and vehicles, as well as the great growth
of industry and population, have occasioned. • .the concentration of
many such services in fewer centres.^3
Evidences of these same trends in Mexico may be considered as an
index not only of centralization, but also of the country’s determined
industrialization effort.

Service-area studies from carefully selected

sample regions would permit both important elaborations and significant
predictions about the progress of that effort, and about the nature of
nucleation and centralization— -in services, settlements and population.
In the U. S., revealing and extensive research has shown the
importance of land transport to service-area shifts (e.g., increasing
distance from service-center village to service-area periphery), the dis
appearance of relocation of many smaller communities with changing communi
cations and the increasing significance of the service-center community.^

total state government contribution of Pll5,000,000 over
(included in the total shown).
Sources: lcc. cit.

19 U 6-1952

^Dickinson, op. cit., pp. 29-30.
Gillette, "Some Population Shifts in the United
States,” American Sociological Review, 6:619-628, October, I 9I4I; Edmund
de S. Brunner and T. Lynn Smith, ’’Village Growth and Decline, 1930-19140,”
Rural Sociology, 9 •103-115* June, I 9I4U; J. H„ Kolb, Trends of Country
Jjei ghborhoods: A Restudy of Rural Primary Groups , 19^ t -31. (Madison *
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Reference tc that literature suggests a common pattern— allowing for
differences in resources, living levels, physical and cultural land
scapes, etc---with that snown for Mexico.
Regardless of the pattern of settlement, the improved highway and
the automobile have increased the importance of the trade center. .
It is the trade center of 2,500 and over,.that
ingly important in American rural life* . .t0

±s

becoming increas

Two extreme types of trade centers. • .are. . .found. . .the large
independent towns which have wide varieties of merchandising and
trading accommodations. . . At the other extreme. . .elementary or
dependent villages which provide the goods and services indispen
sable to the daily needs of the agricultural people. . .
The improvement in transportation.-. . .has favored the growth
of. • .major trading towns and made it possible for them to extend
their influence over a much wider area than before. . .27
Mexican service-area investigation not only indicates parallels
with similar researches in the (J. S. and Europe, but also suggests cer
tain Mexico-appropriate modifications and limitations to some of the

Univ. of .Vis., Agric. Exper. Sta., Research Bulletin 120, 1933)-. passim;
Kolb and de S. Brunner, og_. cit., pp. 60-73, 86-95, 11U-129;
3
Rural Social Trends (.New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1933), PP* 86~
1 1 0 ; William F T Ogburn, "Inventions of Local Transportation and the
Patterns of Cities,” Social iorces, 2i|23 73—379^ May, 19U6; and Zimmerman,
op., cit., pp. 38-U9, $7-116.
“^Loomis and Beegle,

0£. cit., p. 21$.

^^1bid., p. 190*
^' 'Zimmerman, op. cit., p. U8. Cf.:
. .three types of trade
centers are developing in rural areas. First. . .the primary service
center. . .offering goods that are standardized and frequently demand
ed. . . Secondly. . .the shopping center. . .which in addition to
convenience goods offers. . .specialty stores. . . Finally. . .the
terminal center. . .large enough to offer the most specialized kinds of
services. . . A process of integration of service centers is taking
place to secure maximum efficiency." C.R. Hoffer, "Services of Rural
Trade Centers," Social Forces, .10:66-71, October., 1 9 3 1 . ...............
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conceptual and procedural bases which
area

have become standard in service-

investigations in the U. S»

Mexican research and "service-area” c r i t e r i a Work on the arealspatial aspects of social organisation in the J. S. led to the refine
ment of various indices and theories of centralization and the community*
The Guadiana reconnaisance not only was keyed to a hypothesis largely
derived from G» S. studies, but also it adapted a U» S» scheme for the
measurement of service-center functions (Kolb’s six-service rating)*
This project’s field-testing of G. S. concepts and techniques showed up
certain apparent deficiencies and inadequacies in them and indicated
some areally (or perhaps nationally) advisable additions, extensions
or adjustments*
In

the Guadiana study it was found necessary to add government

(or public administration) to those functions (economic, educational,
religious, social, communication, and professional) considered critical
for indexing village service-centers.2^ It is believed that tne seventh
function would prove diagnostic in all Mexican service-area research—
especially considering the high centralization of the republic’s govern
ment*

It is significant that in this study, and in the other Mexican

community researches noted, all service-center data referred to municipio cabeceras, state capitols, or to Mexico, D. F*2^

JDickinson considers the factors of marketing, long-distance
traffic, and local administration to be deterministic in the distribu
tion of regional service-centers* Dickinson, op* cit*, pp* 21~UU*
2^I.e®, Tepoztlan, Quiroga, Tzintzuntzan, and Patzcuaro were
municipio cabeceras: Morelia and Guadalajara, state capitols*
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In U. S. studies, one of the central functions found most rele
vant to fixing the service-area periphery has been the school.
survey of II4O centers and their areal changes over the period

One

192 U -1930

emphasized this.
In every region, and by every method of study, came the report
that tne high school was the most important single factor gauging
village-country relations and areas.30
Certainly, of the services whose measurement was important to
mapping the successive tributary service-areas covered by this study
(and judging also from the limited data available in other Mexican com
munity researches), the school was among the least significant.

Any

difference in this situation, as revealed by future investigations, prob
ably would imply a social change of considerable importance in rural Mexico.
Another difference from U. S. findings is that of public service
maintenance responsibility as an index of the decline of local community
function.

In the U. S» Taylor stressed the declining importance of

face-to-face community associations as measured by the division of
school and road upkeep responsibility.
. . .the provision for and maintenance of schools and roads in
rural areas were at one time almost completely the function of local
neighborhood communities, but gradually tnese functions have been
transferred to township, county, and sometimes state jurisdiction.31
In Mexican rural communities there seemsalways to have been a
dependence on central authorities for road and school maintenance.

For

-v()de S, Brunner and Kolb, Kura I Social Trends, op. cit., p. 97*
See also,
, A Study. . ., op. cit., p. 297•^Carl C. Taylor, et al., Rural Life in the United States (New
York; Alfred A. Knopf, 19H9)5 P* >32.

■

-
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example, Villa de Reyes village began as a way station on the camino
real-— a highway system whose maintenance apparently was encharged to
officials responsible directly to tne viceroy*

Upkeep or improvement

of the same road today waits upon state interest.

This, in turn, seems

directly proportional to federal road fund allocations (the state share
being very minimal

as reported above).

hjiao schools are federal in creation, direction, and support,
while the larger village schools are usually heavily subsidized by the
central government.

Whatever may be the lack of relation between U. S.

and Mexican rural communities and school support, nevertheless it was
indicated by the Guadiana work that the school was a meaningful central
ization index and was a factor in the nodal character of Rancho Grande
Village, and of the other municipio villages with escuelas federales
rurales ejidales. At Guadiana a very definite flow of people from the
Potreros to the Rancho and return was a consequence of the fact of the school.
As useful to Mexican service-area research as may be an awareness
of differences and modifications in standard central service measure
ment criteria and indices, there appeared a far more basic weakness in
U. Sc-developed approaches.

This was the effect of working in a frame

of reference keyed to only one time level.

Most U> S. community research

seems to have accepteo unquestioningly a decision to work at problems
only in a "nere and now” context— the antithesis of historical method.
The historical approach has been little used in community studies^
history is rarely included in them and never covers more than a few
years of the immediate past. The result is that analysis of function
and process tends to be predominantly synchronic and lacks insights
into basic trends. . . . historical problems usually involve the
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larger society of which the community is a part. Few field workers
nave the time or patience to do the documentary research that is
required. Few even have sufficient interest to interview informants
concerning recent history and to use readily available records to
reconstruct changes that have occurred during the past one or two
generations. .
It seems peculiarly shallow to interpret service-area relation
ships solely in terms of present observations.

The very factors which

most influence the size and distribution of service-areas only can be
analyzed fully within the broader temporal approach characteristic of
the historical method.
. . .the market and the route. . .have operated in determining
the distribution, number and size of places in all areas, the rela
tive importance of the two. . .depends largely upon the geograph
ical and. historical conditions in tne area.33
Awareness of the need for historical synthesis and interpretation
of present areal conditions, as a fundamental part of social science com
munity research, has been more evident recently— especially among the
less doctrinaire and ethnocentric practitioners engaged in other-culture
studies.-^4

Research problems developed at several time levels (given

the virtual impossibility of covering all levels in a single study) should

32steward, op. cit., pp. 2U-25* Cf. Robert Bierstedt, ’’The Limi
tations of Anthropological Methods in Sociology,n American Journal of
Sociology, 5U**22 -30 , July, 19U8.

33oickin son , ojd. c i t . , p. 3U*
3U»Recent community studies indicate that their makers have
learned tnat field-work is only part of the chore; to get at major ques
tions (traditionally a main concern of historians)— what occurred? why
and how has change taken place? what does it mean?-— they now must hie
themselves to the library, even archives, to extract data for a base
line." Cline, op. cit., p. 228.
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yield richer and more penetrating analyses of areal phenomena with high
er orders of scientific

validity.

In summary, it seems evident that continuing work in Mexican
regions with the service-area hypothesis.* and other theoretically mean
ingful formulations, will result in the evolution and refinement of
various concepts, indices, and measurements operationally valid for com
munity research in that republic.

And improvement cannot only be anti

cipated methodologically in terms of techniques, but also conceptually
in terms of areal and temporal perspectives.

MRural community l>: Mexican definition and implications.-

Orien

tation of the findings of a service=area research problem to the measurement aspect of its central concept is only a small part of the full
analysis of its data implications.

The chief significance of those

implications is in the definition of the rural community.

In an other-

culture probing with the service-area hypothesis there is implicit a
testing of the definition of rural community as developed in U. S,
research related to that hypothesis.

Furthermore, if the nev/ research

has not been isolated and microcc-smic, it should generalize to a defi
nition of rural community in the study’s culture area.

It should also

yield, as well, suggestions for heightening the effectiveness, signi
ficance or theoretical relevance of future studies in that area.
Based on the Guadiana reconnaisance and related documentary inves
tigation, a tentative regional service-area definition of the Mexican rur
al community— at least tnat of the central upland ("plateau” ) was essayed.
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Most Mexican rural communities can be characterized as a form of
human interpersonal and institutional association in an identifiable
area in space which includes (1) small villages (plus occasional
separate neighborhoods)--the face-to-face residence communities, and
(2) a larger village or town— the areal service-center, which fre
quently is itself a focal point in a successive order of tributary
areas extending from a regional terminal service-center.3£
It is believed that this fieId-work-based definition should prove
to be more operational (and consequently, realistic) than has Sanderson’s
statement*

As defined by him

• • ®A rural community consists of the social interaction of the
people and their institutions in the local area in which they live
on dispersed farmsteads and in a hamlet or village which forms the
center of their common activities.36
As noted in the introduction, this has been hailed as the

.

most recent and satisfactory definition arising out of careful analysis
of modern rural life* • • .”37

But it can also be criticized for des

criptive and functional inadequacies arising out of rural sociologists1
confusion of terms, unicultural and monodisciplinary research ethnocentrism, and out of

semantic and logical weakness due to intensional defi

nition or ” ’is’ of identity” evaluations (i.e., ”is” : "consists of”
equated)«38

its m ost obvious non-universality has been commented upon

pertinently to this paper’s interest in comparative examination of

3 % . C. Barnard, "Some Observations on Cross-Disciplinary Area
Research Training” (Paper read at the executive session of the North
Mexican Center for Anthropology, Seattle, 13 January 1953).
36Dwight Sanderson, The Rural Community, The Natural History of
a Sociological Group (Boston: Ginn and Co., 193277”p.~l±&I.
3?See Chapter II, f.n. 22, supra.
38see Loomis and Beegle, op. cit., n. 18, pi 189«
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Mexican and d. S. service-area communities and concepts.
. . .in areas where farmers may ?~ive in villages. . .and may do
most of their trading in a larger center, it is not clear which is
the community. Would it be the place in which the church and school
and possibly a store are located, or would it be the larger trade
area?39
dnould i urther and repetitive researches establish the general
validity of the Mexican rural community definition proposed, it would
indicate the presence of a far greater number of universal or very
similar traits, patterns, problems and characteristics (both national
and international) in Mexican rural and regional organization than can
now be inferred from the data and approach of most published social
science

anthropology, history, sociology) and general studies.

Jnique Mexico” vs. wide-angle research.-

It is evident from a

cursory examination of the published studies that there exists a very
large and influential ”unique Mexico” literature.

It stresses the dis

similar, the exotic, and the unlike in tne Mexican cultural and physical
landscapes and in its human interpersonal and institutional associations.
This literature is alike made up of' the
^7

superficial accounts of fly-by-

taristas and of a more sophisticated output by historians, anthro

pologists, sociologists and others.

A Isw citations are illustrative

of the more scholarly expressions of the viewpoint.
Mexico is unlike any other country in the world, ana almost every
Mexican community enjoys its own quality of uniqueness.^0

3>'lbid., p. I89.
^^annenbaum, op. cit<

P*. 3?

8U
» . .Mexico presents a picture of cultural disparity and disunity
because it is a congeries of folk communities. . . The folk com
munity. . .is relatively isolated and self-sufficient. It tends to
be a closed circle, tigpt and impermeable. . .unique and in its
uniqueness. . .separate and distinct from tne other communities. . .
change resistant.^l
. • .tne vast majority of Mexico’s inhabitants still live in iso
lated rural communities cut off from the main stream of national
life. . . These communities constitute separate little societies
unintegrated into the national life. . .
Contrasting with the uniqueness tneme are the Guadiana and other
researches which suggest tnat broader areal and temporal studies will
reveal many common rural Mexico patterns, as well as the interesting,
distinctive (and pernaps atypical) features characteristic of specific
regions and communities.

Foster’s conclusions are pertinent.

. . .hypotheses and conclusions applicable to this village
should also be applicable to many other similar communities. . .More
and more I am impressed by tne fact that rural Mexicans of the high
land area-~and to a lesser thought significant extent, those of a
much larger part of the country— share a common basic culture. The
regional peculiarities and differences are less striking than the
similarities and identities. The ethnologist thoroughly familiar
with Tzintzuntzan could describe, without ever visiting them, 7$
percent of the culture of Mitla or Tepozt.lan. . . ,U3
Another aspect of the ’iniformities recognition viewpoint is
touched upon by Professor Lewis in a statement wnich also emphasizes
the importance of fuller time scales in community study.
It has become commonplace in writing about Mexico to emphasiz/eJ7• • .diversity in geography, language, and the cultural
levels. . . .Diversity is undoubtedly one of the important

^"Simpson, op. cit., pp. 2U3-2lUt, 2U7»
^Whatten, ££. cit., p.
^Foster,

0£.

536 .

cit., p» 286.

characteristics. . . .but we must not overlook the fact that within
this diversity there are underlying similarities in trends and
problems as well as in culture. These similarities are the result
of widespread contacts of the Indian peoples among themselves before
the Spanish Conquest, and the common influence of Spanish colonial
institutions since the Conquest.hh
Lewis worked to olace Tepoztlan in the broader temporal, areal,
regional, Mexican (,and

even international)

scene.

His study shows the

interrelations revealed by wide-angle studies of individual service-cen
ters and areas, its findings highlight national changes and problems.^
Placing Mexican community studies in an areal-regional-national
context permits broader generalizations to be drawn from research
findings and helps to limit the microcosmic discreteness characteristic
of isolated "shot-gun” investigations often undertaken within no more
considered frame of reference than that of "facts for facts’ sake"
alone . ^6

The larger focus also considerably heightens the potential

^ L e wis, op. cit., pp. xxi-xxii.
k£"Tepoztlan mirrors many national trends and brings into sharp
focus some of the most pressing problems of Mexico. . . . The changes
wnich have occurred in Tepoztlan since the Revolution. . .corn mills,
. . .highways, . . .bus service. . .are typical of changes. . .taking
place. . .throu^iout Mexico." Ibid., p. xxvi.
Tne unique is not to be overlooked. "It is important, also, to
consider the ways in which Tepoztlan is distinctive. If we compare. . .
with other villages. . .rather than with the nation as a whole, we find
that in many ways it is atypical." hoc, cit.
^ L e w i s refers to studies of this sort as examples of ". . .ideo
logical localism whereby each little community is treated as self-suffi
cient and isolated." He calls for breadtn: "In studying communities in
Mexico it is important to become a student not merely of the single
community but of the region and nation as well." Ibid., pp. xx-xxi.
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for significant theoretical implications from the data.

However, the

larger perspective does not imply the formulation of each problem in a
national research arena.

The criteria of a workable problem in a

manipulable areal and temporal context are essential to an operational
inquiry.

Professor Lewis well states the case for the limited-area

research.
. . .One of the advantages of studying these problems within the
framework of a single municipio and village is that we can better
understand the inter-relationship between geographic, historic,
economic, social, political and psychological factors, and above
all, it is possible to know better what these problems and changes
mean to the people themselves.

Mexican service-area findings and central-place theory.-

Given

that sharper and more systematic theory is a primary requirement for the
growth of a scientific discipline, then the value in relating empirical
inquiry to a fruitful theoretical framework is apparent.

One theory

which seems promising for the areal analysis and interpretation of
settlement centralization is Christaller’s central-place scheme.
A considerable literature on U. S. trade centers has offered a
body of data for testing Christaller's theory and many of his basic
premises have been substantiated.^

Further refinement of the central-

place tneory requires its testing in various regional settings.

Thus,

it was hoped that data from the Guadiana service-area reconnaisance

U7ibld., p. xxvi.
USuilman, "A Theory. .

0 £.

cit., pp. 35)4-855.
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might have relevance to the central-place scheme*
Among central-place system components are those of "central"
functions and "central" places*

Tne development of function indices is

a needed part of refining the theory, as is consideration of factors
affecting the size, distribution and tributary areas of settlements
and service-centers*

Much of U. 3, community study bears on aspects

pertinent to the desired refinement.

From research on town and village
ho

service relations norms of function expectancy can be derived.

Other

studies have indicated norms of service-areas in relation to size and
growth of villages and the population density of tributary areas .$0
From reported Mexican data some tentative indices of centrality
could be drawn up*

Likewise, factors in the shaping of regional cen

tral-place schemes could be indicated.
untouched.

Tiie whole oroblem area is

There seem to be no studies of the relations of service

functions to centralization, nor of the factors affecting settlement
size, separation and tributary areas.
It is .beyond.the scope of .this paper, to analyze, the .accessible...........
findings in terms of function expectancy or centrality norms.
the map

(9—

However,

Appendix B) of Villa de Reyes regional service-centers is

suggestive of arid land central-place system differences, and also
indicates possible norms for typical-size settlements, areas of service,

---------------■ m

... ................... ..............

^•9See ibid., p.

8$9 ,

n.

Ik

for representative literature.

, ibid., pp. S63~86Us and de S c Brunner and Kolb, Rural
Social Trends, op. cit., pp. 95-101*
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and the population and size of tributary areas.

A few comparisons of

Guadiana and Villa de Heyes data could be made with those in the cited
studies by West, Lewis* Brand, and Foster.
should be possible:

Certain generalizations

e.g., corn mills, grain/cereal traders, and truck

ownership as function indices.

In any future studies it would seem also

that investigation of the movements (flow) of bus passengers and cargo
trucks should help develop meaningful centrality measures.
is vide open for investigation.

The field

The study of Mexican cities and their

surrounding tributary areas has been unbelievably neglected.^

San Luis

Fotosi city is a typical fast-growing regional service and industrial
center with a large tributary hinterland.

There should be recognized in

the Guadiana report some of the elements to which a comprehensive ser
vice-area investigation of the Ban Luis regional complex might be
odented.

Further field, work with these elements is planned.

It is to be hoped that many future Mexican community studies will
be organized around explicitly stated conceptual schemes such as those
of service-area or central-place.

Those studies would replace the

hitherto dominant discrete community emphasis with a consistent arealregional one, kept also within a deepened temporal context,

From such

investigations it will be more possible to draw wide scientific and allMexico-interpretive implications.

-^From 1900 to 1952 it appears that there had been no social
science or history research books, perhaps but one monograph, and very
few articles, on Mexican places over 10,000 population.
G f , Cline,
0£ c oit.« p. 2 3 1 ; and supra, pp. 70-7 1 .
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Central dominance hypothesis and field research data.-

One

commonplace present generalization, which has been given all-Mexico
implications, is the hypothesis of the domination of the center in every
phase of Mexican life.

It was thought that the Guadiana study might

field-test some of the sweeping premises of the central dominance thesis.
examined from the viewpoint of service-area communities, and
locality distribution and nodality, there are parts of tne central
dominance argument which seem to become settlement truisms rather than
anything peculiarly diagnostic in Mexico.
At the most elementary and basic level of social life and organ
ization analysis there appears the principle of nucleation.

It is so

universal a phenomenon in the arrangement of both organic and inorganic
units that it scarcely seems Mexico-unique that 11. . .every little
village is the focus of life in the community of which it is the cen
ter.

Dickinson's emphasis is recalled:
. . .a central regionalizing principle. . .lies behind the
spatial structure of society and is most efficacious in determining
its space associations. This is undoubtedly to be found in the
nucleated settlement* . .the chief factor in the integration of the
life and organization of society into. • .regional associations. . .
be it the village, the town or the great city.£3
bxtending the analysis to the organizing concept of this study—

service-area community— it seems evident that the very facts of service
function centralization, the flow of people to and from the central-place,

^ S e e Chapter II, f.n. 33, supra.
^Dickinson, Oju. cit., p. 11.

See supra, n. 16.
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and the successive areas of regional support themselves account for
situations which could be labeled "peripheral subordinations.”
Given the influence Df changing transport technology on central
ization and service-area community structure, it does not appear parti
cularly startling that terminal service centers should become increasingly
vital to their tributary areas.

Their advancing functional, adminis

trative, and industrial importance would be expected to augnent their
role in areal life.

To regard certain universal aspects of the

Western 20th century— when manifested in a country in transition to
fuller membership in that century— as evidences of overwhelming domi
nation of tributary areas by the central-place may be a myopic view,
discrete and isolated from relevant extra-national historical inter
pretation.
The role of Mexico City likewise can be examined profitably in
an international setting.

Without alluding either to spiders or

octopi ("• • .the spider's body. . .held up in. . .a circle of thin legs
« . .far above Mexico City stands.. . .an absorbing octopus. . . .^),
it seems indisputable that the c&pitol is peculiarly and pervasively
influential in the affairs of many contemporary national states.

In the

West, an era of "safe-enterprise," or government-bulwarked economies,
with direct and indirect government supports for vast social and insti
tutional groups,

gives the state a highly critical function.^

The

& S e e pp. 17, 19— supra.
55cf. Nathan Robertson, "What Do You Mean, Free Enterprise?,"
Harper's Magazine, 197*70-75, November, I9I48.
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lesser-developed non-communist states are perhaps characterized even more
by top-heavy bureaucratic and central government institutions operating
in the national capitols.

Then turning to the (J.S.S.R.-influenced econ

omies of one-half the world, it would seem that the Mexico City nocto
pus”— when compared with the enormous administrative apparatuses centered
in communist capitols— becomes reduced to relatively inoffensive proportions.
Another inconsistency of the peripheral subordination concept
involved confusion or even contradiction of the equally commonplace and
generalized "unique Mexico" viewpoint.
regards Mexico as

It is noted that the latter view

. .a congeries of folk communities. ♦ .isolated. . .

self-sufficient* * .tig£it and impermeable. . .separate and distinct
from other communities. . .cut off from the main stream of national
life. . ."56
It becomes a trifle difficult to equate "overwhelming, political,
economic and social domination and absorption by the central-places"
with the "isolation, self-sufficiency, uniqueness and impermeability"
allegedly characteristic of tne folk communities.

At the least, there

would seem to be an important semantic inconsistency in these two
viewpoints•
Given the evidences of increasing centrality, the growth of
trade centers, and the expansion of service-area communities in Mexico,
it may be that "integration" rather than
perly considered a type pattern.

56See quotations (f.n.

"domination" may be more pro

Such a process, extending out from

1*1 , 1*2 ),

supra.
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local centers, is often related to U. S. community organization.^'
A final reference to central dominance can serve to re-emphasize
both the danger of facile generalizations, and the need for more exten
sive, regional, and integrated community studies.

Beals’ Cheran, first

of the Tarascan area studies involving the Institute of Social Anthro
pology, revealed a significant difference in "dominancephenomena.
Cnerlin, like many Indian communities of Mexico, is increasingly
influenced by the town and the city. Nevertheless, the pro
cesses. ♦ .seem significantly different. . . . the neat dimin
ishing order of city, town, and village. . ./does not/" hold in
this area. Cheran is probably more influenced by Gary (Indiana,
U.S.A.) than it is by Uruapan and Patzcuaro.5^
In conclusion, Guadiana field work and related comparative
research leaves a very dubious support for any generalized hypothesis
of central dominance.

As an interpretive construct it seems to have

been made in an isolated and narrow perspective which ignored much rele
vant data in broader

national and international contexts.

In examining

numerous factors associated with the Industrial Revolution, servicearea communities, and changing transport technology, there seemed to be
many elements claimed by the hypothesis for itself.

Whether it still

^ '"The process of integration* • .begins with the small commun
ity in the relations between the people and the markets, the church, the
school or whatever institutions or services provide the dominant center.
From this small unit the process extends out to an ever widening area of
communal integration. . .until the entire settlement pattern of the
country is becoming knitted together into an ever finer web of functional
interrelationship* It is this process of integration that makes possi
ble the modern community, whether it be rural, urban, rurban, or
regional." Martin, in Pendell, ojd. cit., p. 392.
^ ^ W l p h L. Beals, Cheran: A Sierra Tarascan Village (Washington:
Smithsonian Institution, Institute of Social Anthropology, 19U6), p. 2 1 1 .
Cheran was a cabecera of about 5>3000 inhabitants when studied in

l?U 0-19iil.

has relevance for explaining strictly Mexican population distribution
patterns ^and not those, e.g., of many arid culture areas) would require
further research.

So also would the aspects of the hypothesis relating

to ,:all ,/otner^ phases of Mexican life"--e.£., political, religious,
family, etc., etc.

At the moment, central dominance looks less like a

clear-cut, researcn-based hypothesis than a fuzzy stereotype supported
by a few ubiquitous truisms.
*

*

tfith examination of central dominance, all the objectives of the
Guadiana reconnaisance have been realized— at least in some measure. It
was assumed that it would have been inappropriately tedious and redun
dant to restate at this point all the principal conclusions, orientations
of findings to specific and general problem areas, limits of generali
zations, Mexican research Hiatuses, Guadiana project deficiencies, sug
gested future studies, conceptual reformulations, unanticipated data, or
recommended new directions of inquiry which nerein have been referred to
during the development of tne findings and implications of the problem.
If a single conclusion were to be stressed, it would be that in a
research arena so large (and one with so many inadequately studied or
totally unexplored problems), it is to be hoped that carefully selected
sample areas will be consistently (and more than once) examined within
logically and conceptually meaningful frames of reference, in multi
dimensional space and time contexts, by cross-disciplinary research
teams or by interdisciplinary trained (or sensitive) individual investi
gators.

By suth studies "unique Mexico" would become less so, but under

standing and knowledge would be augmented— y con eso, basta.
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TABLE I
VILLA Db REYES VILLAGE: GENERAL STORE PURCHASES BY GUADIElfos, 1948*

MAJOR CATEGORIES OF GOODS
CARRIED BY SIX STORES
.. ..

.■

TYPICAL GUADIENO PURCHASES
..... — ... .
_________________________________

1. FOOD

Lard, sugar, salt, cheese, condiments, rice, vermicelli.

2. CLOTHING

Efenim jumpers, work and dress pants, overalls, belts, huaraches,
shoes, dresses, skirts, hosiery; underwear; sombreros, baby
bonnets, handkerchiefs.

3. TEXTILES

Yard goods for shirts, dresses, underwear, diapers.

4. FURNITURE & UTILES

Cookine utensils, disnes, metates. molca.ietes.

5. HARD GOODS

Harness, axe, hoe, machete, knife sharpener, nails, flashlights
and parts.

6.

For oil lamps.

KEROSENE

7. NOTIONS
. 8 . GASOLINE
(2 stores only)

Soap.

Various, e.g., school, sewing supplies.
None.

a Source: Ejido Guadiana field schedules, informants, mapping, and writer's’’Occupa
tional Status Analysis of Villa de Reyes Village, 1948."
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TABLE II
VILLA

TYPE

he

REtLS VILLAGE: FOOD STORE CONSUMPTION BY GUADIE-ffos, 194Sa

TYPICAL

NO.

GUADIEfUb

CONSUMPTION

1, BAKERY

Ar

Very rare; special occasion pastry purchase (e.g., wedding
funeral, home fiesta); bread, virtually never.

2. BUTCHER STALL

6

Sunday chicharrones (pork cracklins’) and tidbits. Very
infrequent— meat for home eating (mostly during harvest
season).
Some sale of animals to municipio abattoir.
(Municipio owns stalls, rents to vendors).

3. CANDY & COKES

2

Occasional— especially for children.

4. DAIRY PRODUCTS

4

Infrequent purchase of .iocoaue, more of cheese.
ca.ieta.

5. GRAIN

3

Buying/selling corn, beans, seed, feed.
on pre-harvest sale of crop.

6. NIXTAMAL MILL

2

Very rare purchase of tortilla masa.
corn, beans, feed.

7. PALETERIA

2

Sunday "popsickles"— mostly for kids.
"cokes," beer, soft drinks.

Rarely—

Some credit given

Seasonal purchase of

Rarely— ice cold

aSource: same as Table I, this Appendix.
o

—

TABLE I I I
VILLA EE REYES VILLAGE:

S

E

R

V

I

C

TRANSPORTATION, RECREATION, SPECIAL SERVICES ANl) GUADIEffo
CONSUMPTION, 1948a

E
TYPICAL GUADIENO CONSUMPTION

TRANSPORTATION
1. Local bus
2. Intercity bus
■3 . Mule team
4. Ox team

5. Taxi
6. Truck

RECREATION
1. Cantina
2. Cinema
3. Pool Hall

OTHER ENTERPRISES
1. Diesel Fuel
2, Hotel
3. Meson
<4. Pharmacy
5. Restaurant

No.

1
1
2
3

Weddings— first class.
Occasional trip to S. L. P.— train usual.
None reported.
Weddings— second class; fuel and roofing material gather
ing trips;
Bank hired for equipment repairman’s use.

1
3

None.
None.

6
1
2

Drinks with the boys.
Rare: a big drunk.
ALmost never.
Infrequent— younger campesinos only.

1
1
3
1

Bank purchase, charge to ejido, for harvester (wheat).
None.
Very rare— e.g., on animal selling trip,
Patent medicines, proscriptions, some contraceptives.
Almost never— Guadienos patronize street puestos.

.Source: same as Table I, this Appendix.

Bank hires for agents' field trips.

VOX

TYPE

____________

TABLE IV

VILLA DE REYES VILLAGE: ARTISAN, PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL, SERVICE PROVIDERS— GUADIE^fo CONSUMPTION,

S

E

K

V

I

T Y P E

ARTISAN
1. Blacksmith

C

E

1

2. Carpenter/cabinet maker

2

3. Mason/plasterer
4. Shoemaker/leather work

2
3

PER SO NA L/PROFESSIONAL
1. Barber
2. Bru.ia/curandera

3
3 (?)

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

1
3
1
5
1 •
1
1
1
1

Doctor
Midwife
Mortician
Musician
Nurse— pharmacist
Photographer
Stenographer
Seamstress
Tailor

TYPICAL

No.

GUADTENO

CONSUMPTION

Horse shoes, chain pump brazing/parts, steel/wood-plow
points, oxcart parts.
Coffins, ox goads/yokes, oxcart body/wheea. repairs, ben
ches and chairs (rare).
None.
Harness* huaraches. saddle, shoe repair.
Knife sheaths.
Hides sold.
t
Rare.
Not definitely known. Alleged abortifacients reportedly
sold occasionally, as well as love potions.
Young
campesinos said of witch doctors, "no sirveni"
Some.
Engaged by some Guadiana women.
Reportedly few campesino funerals require his services.
Weddings— first class.
Some seek advice, medicine — especially women.
1Military service I.D. photos.
None.
None.
None.

aSource: same as Table I, this Appendix.

TABLE V
VILLA JDE REYES VILLAGE: ‘•COTTAGE CRAFTS"; CHEMICAL-ACTION AND POWER-DRIVEN
PUNTS, 1948a

A C T I V I T Y
T Y P E
COTTAGE CRAFT
1. Baskets

2. Cordage/mats

CHEMICAL-ACTION (NO POwER)
1. Goat milk ca.ieta

TYPE OF OPERATION AND SALE

NO.

2

2 •

1

2. Distillery/winery

1

•

POWER-DRIVEN PLANTS
1. Electric generator

1

'

2. Bebidas Gaseosas

1

3o Paleterxa

2

.

4. Nixtamal mill

2

•

Tule, palma fibers.
Grain, chile, tortilla, and larger
reed type woven baskets.
Some local, occasional ejido,
mostly San Luis sale.
Ixtle fiber, locally gathered.
Some bridles, hobbles,
riatas, tethers locally (ejido) sold. Most sales in
San Luis,
Leading capitalist, general store owner, former hacienda
foreman runs several hundred goats on ejido lands (fee
basis). Milk made into ca.ieta (syrupy boiled confection)—
some local, fair San Luis, modest national sales.
Slightly hidden distillery, winery produces exotic cognac,
brandy, wine— keeping alive once famed Valle de San Fran
cisco tradition.
Local sale— mostly midule class villagers.

a Source: same as Table I, this Appendix.
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Municipio-owned, 10 kw, diesel. 8-10 a.m./7-10 p.m. Morn
ing— "factories" only; evening— street lights, dwellings
(pay per bulb).
One horse (power) compressor, part-time soft drink works.
Mostly Sunday sales, fiestas.
Small ejido fiesta purchase.
Electric motor, gas engine stand-by for freezers making
"popsickles" of colored flavored water.
Cajeta factory
owner also makes milk type.
Coke- beer- pop coolers
attached. Heavy Sunday campesino consumption.
Electric motor gas engine stand by.
Grind corn, mostly vil
lage use— deal in grains/feeds on side,

■

MEXICO- SAN LUIS V IL L A DE V IL L A DE
EJIDO
E JID O
LOS
S TATES,
POTOSI.
REYES
REYES
GUADIANA GUADIANA GUADIENOS
RAILROADS PHYSIO MUNICIPIO VILLAG E
RANCHO
LAND
TRAVEL
GRAPHIC
VICINITY
VICINITY GRANDE UTILIZATION
AREA
HIGHWAYS PROVINCES
1948
V ILLA G E
1948
194 8
1948
WATER RESOURCES AND FAC ILITIES
R A IL R O A D S

a

a

a

Streamor river, perennial
Stream or arroyos, intermittent
Lake, perennial
Lake or pond, intermittent
Dam, storage
Reservoir
Spring
Ditch, irrigation
Canal, flume or aqueduct
Well, water--draw
Well, water-thermo-artesian mineral
Well, water--chain pump

L O C A L IT Y

mtm

BRIDGES

i=n

Aqueduct or flume
Bridge, railroad
Bridge, road
Ford, river

or

O—

CANAL

O
®

ROADS

AND

a

a

♦

♦

♦

o

o

O

"O-

•0-

-e0

□

□

□

0

AND

CROSSINGS

1

.c..

,~ , , (. ,
7 1 t!

G

&

LAND

□
0

X-x-x-x-x

USE

Alfalfa
Beans
Chili
Corn
Squash and/or sweet potatoes
Nopal, cactus
Orchard
Pasture
Scrub
-©■

B O U N D A R IE S

International
State
Municipio
Vi Iloge
Ejido

a

EJIDO
E JID O
LOS
GUADIANA GUADIANA GUADIENOS
RANCHO
TRAVEL
LAND
AREA
GRANDE UTILIZATION
1948
V IL L A G E
19 48

Singletrack,standard gage
Siding

GROUPS, S E T T L E M E N T S

Capital, state
Cabecera . municipio
Port of entry
Village
Geographical point
Epdo, Credit Bank-managed
Ejido, Non-Credit Bank-managed
Ejido, status unknown
Ejido, abandoned
Hacienda Hacienda, former
Rancho or rancherfa

MEXICO. SAN LUIS VILLA DE V IL L A DE
STATES,
POTOSI.
REYES
REYES
RAILROADS PHYSIO MUNICIPIO V ILLA G E
VICINITY
GRAPHIC
VICINITY
1948
HIGHWAYS PROVINCES
948

□
0

Building, industrial
Cemetary
Church
Cook house
Dwellings
Gravel pit
Mine entrance (abandoned)
Oven, outdoor adobe
Railroad station
School

5Z3
EMU
loDfl Wil

m
■ ■■

M IS C E L L A N E O U S

Nopal/mezquite fence
Power transmission line
Telephone, telegraph lin«
Approximate contours

HIGH W AYS

Hard Surface
U.S.G.S. Classes 2 8 4
Improved Secondary
U.S.G.S. Class 5
Semi-improved Secondary
U.SGS Class 6 (Improved dirt)
Unimproved Dirt
U.S.GS. Class 7
Trail: Improved foot, bridle, pack
U.S6S. Class 8

Conventional signs based largely on Symbols for Standard Topographic Mops. Published at the
£cal£ 1-63360 and Larger to be Drafted at 120000— 1*4000 (Washington: United States Geological
Survey, Topographic Division, May, 1950) llpp. For Spanish-name definitions see text
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1. J e s u s C A M A C H O
2. Ju o Ti

Nemesio
3. P e d r o

M ig ue l

Salom e'

Waldo

Soucedo

ROSAS

‘

Saucedo

11.

E lo dio

12

Se ba sfio'n

13.

R ifo

BERM UDEZ

Anlom o
Pedro

BERMUDEZ

5. W e n c e s l a o
6. M o r c e l o

COLUNGA

T o ribio
Juon

PEDROZA

M orfi'nez
M o rfi'n e z

CR UZ

A rnu lfo

CR UZ

Juon
17.

Go nza le s

Marcos

VASOUEZ

Juan

VASOUEZ

Reyt»

10 — EJ I DO

C o p e fillo

YASQUSZ_______________________
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21.

De

Bios

B o nifa cio

22.

Epigmenio

Jb.

"

iM

M A R T IN E Z

24. G e r t r u d is

Irin e o

M A R T IN E Z

M A R T IN E Z

De

M A R T IN E Z

M A R T IN E Z

De

GONZALES
GONZALES
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27.
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W aldo
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